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Inside
Meet the candidates:

Twenty students vie for
Homecoming royalty. Find
out who they are and what
they do.
See page six.

by Amy Applebaum
greek reporter

Falcon football:

During a joint meeting
Wednesday, the Interfraternity
and Panhellenic councils each
voted unanimously to support a
move by black greek chapters to
form a separate nationally governed organization.
An IFC motion, allowing the
black fraternities the option of
leaving IFC to pursue affiliation
with the National Pan Hellenic
Council, was taken off the table
from an earlier meeting and
opened for discussion.

The Falcons face the Ohio
University Bobcats Saturday at 1 p.m. in Athens.
See page seven.

It's the Great Pumpkin:

Mayor Ed Miller announced that trick or treat
night will be Thursday, Oct.
31 from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Citizens desiring to hand
out treats should indicate so
by turning on porch lights.

The motion passed unanimously without discussion.
During Panhellenic new business, Chi Omega President Elena
Peters made a motion that the
Panhellenic executive council
write a letter, to be approved by
all sororities, supporting the
Black Greek Council move to
form a chapter of NPHC.

Protesters restricted:

State
Pave the Earth?:

BELLEFONTAINE, Ohio
(AP) — City officials yesterday prepared to celebrate the 100th anniversary
of the nation's first concrete
street, the forerunner of today's modern highway.
The 100-foot-long concrete
street was laid next to the
Logan County Courthouse in
1891 under the supervision
of George Bartholomew,
who had developed a type of
cement from local limestone and clay.
A 200-f oot-long concrete
street built nearby in 1893
was still in use up until last
month, when it was closed
to traffic in order to
preserve it.
The anniversary celebration — featuring a parade,
antique cars and horses and
buggies — is scheduled for
Saturday. A statue of
Bartholomew will be dedicated, and his grandson will
speak, said Cindy Beach,
director of the Logan
County Chamber of Commerce's convention and
tourist bureau.

Lottery
Lottery Picks:
Here are the results of the
drawings Thursday night
in the Ohio Lottery: Pick 3:
9*6.
Pick 4: 2-7-5-5.
Cards: ten of Hearts
three of Clubs
ace of Diamonds
queen of Spades.
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$24 million.

Weather
Chance of Showers:

Today, mostly cloudy
with a chance of showers.
Highs 55 to 65. Tonight,
showers likely and mostly
cloudy. Lows from the upKr 30s to the middle 40s.
turday, showers likely.
Highs in the 50s.
compiled from local and
wire reports.
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Greeks support
black chapters'
secession move

Briefly

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — A
federal judge has placed restrictions on protesters demonstrating outside a
downtown abortion clinic.
U.S. District Judge John
Potter granted a temporary
restraining order to stop the
demonstrators from confronting women outside the
Center for Choice II.
He scheduled a hearing
Oct. 25 on the clinic's motion
for a permanent injuction.
Clinic lawyers said they
asked for the restraining
order after they learned
there was to be a "chain of
life" demonstration Friday.
In such a demonstration,
protesters link arms as they
attempt to block the entrance to an abortion clinic.
Potter restricted demonstrators to a corridor six
feet wide from the back of
the building to its front entrance.
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Only 44 Hours To Go...
Volunteering for Omega Phi Alpha's Swing-a-Thon, junior Jackie Taylor swings Thursday at 4 p.m.
in the Union Oval. The Swing-a-Thon started Thursday at noon and lasts for 48 hours. Proceeds go to
Multicultural Music Students United.

Edison lowers winter rates

Toledo customers get warm for less this season
by Linda R. Lenc
coniribuiing reporter
Toledo Edison customers will
find keeping warm this winter
easier on their pocketbooks.
According to Jim Proctor, public affairs analyst at Toledo
Edison, new winter rates will be
in effect from Oct. 1 until May 1.
Rates will decrease about 8.9
percent, with the average customer saving about $5.60 per
month.
"Of course, a customer with a
higher rate of usage will see more

[savings]," Proctor said.
Cost of service has much to do
with lower winter rates, he said.
"Consumption is much greater
during the summer than in the
winter," Proctor said. "In addition, our plants do not run as efficiently during the summer
months."
Physics professor Thomas
Cobb said Toledo Edison is in a
good environmental situation at
this time.
"The Toledo Bayshore Plant is
running very efficiently 90 percent of the time," Cobb said.
This compares with an industry

Belgrade clashes
despite cease-fire
by Slobodan Lekic
Associated Press Writer
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP)
— Fighting between federal
troops and Croatia's militia broke
out again early today in several
areas of the secessionist republic
despite the latest cease-fire accord, Belgrade Radio reported.
The Serbian radio said fighting
began when troops of the Serbiandominated federal army came
under fierce mortar and sniper
attack inside and around the
eastern Croatian towns of Osijek
and Vukovar, two Croatian
strongholds.
"The army did not return the
fire until the lives of its soldiers
were endangered," the report
said.
Croatia's Zagreb radio said
army tanks supported by infantry
had advanced on Vukovar.
It said Osijek, capital of the oilrich Slavoma region bordering
Serbia, had been under fire since
6 a.m. from rebel Serbs in the
neighboring village of Tenja.
Seven people were wounded, five
seriously, in heavy fire near
Osijek, Croatian Defense Ministry officials said.
The federal army has increasingly sided with ethnic Serbs
fighting to break away from what
they believe would be an ultranationalist Croatia if the republic
achieves independence.
The Serbs have seized one-third
of Croatia since the noncommunist republic declared independence June 25 from Yugoslavia, which is dominated by
Socialist Serbia. Hundreds, perhaps thousands have died in the
civil war.

Croatian President Franjo
Tudjman and his rival Slobodan
Milosevic, the president of Serbia, were reported to be heading
to The Hague today for a new
round of Dutch-sponsored peace
talks.
The report of battles in Slavonia came as a relief convoy
headed for the region as part of
the cease-fire negotiated Tuesday
between Croatia and federal
forces.
The convoy was to bring food
and medical supplies to Vukovar
and the nearby town of Vinkovci,
which have seen almost daily battles since mid-August.
Under the terms of the latest
truce — the eighth in Croatia's
three and a half-month-old war —
the Croats were to lift blockades
of a federal garrison in Zagreb in
exchange for the federal forces
lifting their blockade of Adriatic
ports.
A Yugoslav army general said
Wednesday that federal units
would withdraw from the Adriatic coast and from the barracks in
Zagreb under the supervision of
the European Community, which
brokered the latest truce.
But Croatia seeks total withdrawal of all federal forces, and
some of its politicians criticized
the secessionist republic's
leaders for agreeing to
Tuesday's truce.
Croatian officials said the two
sides negotiated an agreement in
the port of Zadar, which had been
virtually encircled by the army.
Starting at noon, both sides
were to lift their blockades,
exchange prisoners, dead and
wounded and oversee an army
withdrawal from the port, said
the officials, who asked not to be
identified.

average of 65 percent.
"Toledo Edison customers
have complained for years about
high rates," Cobb said. "Now the
cheaper operating costs are being
passed on to the consumer. The
customers are reaping the benefits."
This is the second time this
year that Toledo Edison has been
See RATES, page four.

During discussion, Alpha Phi
President Linda Schnetzer asked
about the time that would elapse
between a University Board of
Trustees grant of powers —
which is necessary for NPHC affiliation — and the time the Black
Greek Council would actually become NPHC.

Greek Council meetings, will be
open to anyone who wishes to attend.
Simmons said she hopes to
have a liaison to IFC and Panhel,
but cannot say officially that
there will be such a person until
the NPHC Council decides on
such an issue.
Alpha Chi Omega President
Lisa Everhart asked Simmons
about regulation of scholarship
and rush standards and Simmons
said NPHC supports the individual national chapter standards on
these issues.
The support of IFC and Panhellenic Council is only the initial
step toward the Black Greek
Council becoming an NPHC
chapter. According to Wayne
Colvin, director of greek life, the
Black Greek Council will first
need to draft a specific constitution and other documents.
Colvin said Greek Life is currently working with the students
to prepare the necessary documents, which then need to be approved by Vice President for Student Affairs Mary Edmonds and
University President Paul Olacamp, who then decides whether
the issue goes to the Board of
Trustees.

Black Greek Council President
Tonia Simmons said the grant of
powers becomes effective immediately and, after speaking with
the national president of NPHC,
Simmons said she estimates the
additional time until NPHC is instituted at Bowling Green would
be minimal — probably about six
weeks.

"The primary question that
needs to be addressed is are we
going to have two governing bodies or three," Colvin said.
In other business, IFC and
Panhellenic Council sponsored an
open forum which IFC President
Jeff Merhige said was to provide
a time for greeks to raise issues
for the greek community and for
limited discussion.

Sigma Kappa President Carla
Kramer said she favors a liaison
between the groups. Panhellenic
President Joan Ashcraft said
NPHC meetings, like Black

Schnetzer said that in response
to concerns a committee is being
formed to examine the calendar
planning of philanthropy events
and safety measures taken during these events.

Health department helps in
student-landlord disputes
by Julie Potter
city writer
The apartment is infested
with cockroaches, the ceiling is
falling in and the landlord is
avoiding your phone calls like
the plague.
Many students with problems
like these attempt to solve them
by calling the Wood County
Health Department.
Ted Hart well, an investigator
with the health department,
said the office gets two or three
phone calls per day from students with complaints about the
condition of their housing.
"Most of the phone calls are
legitimate complaints about
cockroaches, electrical problems, leaking roofs, and the
like," Hartwell said. "Now that
the weather is turning cold, we
are also getting calls about
inadequate neating."
When the health department
receives a complaint, the first
step is to call the complainant
or go out to the house or apartment to inspect the area and
make sure the complaint is valid, Hartwell said.
"If the problem is a violation
of the housing codes, we call the
landlord and tell him it needs to
be taken care of," he said.
Hartwell's job is more of a
"go-between''for students and
landlords, he said.
"Most of the time, I'll just go
out to talk to the students to try
to help them communicate with
their landlord," he added.
When the health department
calls the landlords about complaints, it gives the landlord a
time limit to complete the work,
based on what has to be done.
"Sometimes we run into the
problem of students being impatient because they want the
work done right away," Har-

twell said. "That's not always
possible."
Students are not the only persons who call the health department for assistance. Often,
a landlord will call when be is
having a problem with tenants
not holding up their end of the
deal as far as cleanliness and
sanitation is concerned, Hartwell said.
However, that has not been a
problem so far this year, he
added.
"By and large, I think the
students have done a good job of
keeping the community clean,"
he said"
Some of the problems the
health department does not
handle include mice and ants,
Hartwell said.
"We also get some students
who are trying to get out of their
lease who fabricate problems
and get us involved," he added.
Many times students call the
health department after they
have already made contact
with their landlords and have
not gotten results.
"We speed up the process in
many cases by getting involved," Hartwell said.
Students who are not sure
that a problem is one that
should be handled by the health
department also call, he added.
fi
If they have a problem we
can't help them with, we will
tell them who to get in touch
with to get assistance," Hartwell said.
Chris Tish is one student who
called the health department
for assistance with problems he
and his roommates were having
with their house at 222 V4N. Enterprise St.
'We had bare wires dangling
from the lights, among other
things, and the place was just a
totalmess," Tish said.
Tish and his roommates

called the health department
before they spoke to their landlord, and he said he thinks that
is why their problems were taken care of in such a timely
manner.
"Admittedly, we probably
should have called our landlord
before we went to the health department, but we didn't feel like
dealing with his excuses," he
said. '"He knew he'd give us the
runaround, so we just went
straight to the health department."
According to Tish, the health
department was extremely
helpful in getting the work
done.
"They made us realize that a
lot of our complaints were trivial, but he talked to our landlord
and got everything taken care
of," he said.
This is a fairly common outcome in most cases, Hartwell
said.
"Most of the landlords are
pretty cooperative and take
care of the problems soon after
we talk to them," he said.
Catherine Keske, who lives at
525 Thurstin Ave. #13, found this
to be true.
Keske's problem was not with
bare wires or cockroaches, but
with a window that would not
close.
"We called our landlord a
number of times to have him
come out and close the window,
but we never saw him," Keske
said. "In the meantime, my
roommates and I were practically freezing to death because
it was getting down to 40 degrees every night."
Keske called the health department as a last resort, she
said.
"I had no idea what else to do,
so I called them to see if there
□ See COMPLAINT, page '««■.
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Ear to the ground...
\A»nt some sound financial advice?
¥ »Talk to your local representative
in Congress.
The personal bank of all Congressmembers has covered more than
14,000 bad checks for the members of
Congress, many for thousands of dollars. Basically the result was
thousands of interest-free loans to our
national represntatives.
America is deep in debt. We live in a
plastic credit society where drowning
in a sea of red tape is akin to the success story. Deficits are as American as
baseball, apple pie and Honda. Rather
than shunning the spotlight of public
scrutiny for being implicated in such
an incident, the members of Congress
should bask in the rich glory they deserve.
What student has never bounced a
check? Being behind in payments is an
age-old college tradition. The fine work
of Congress is emulated at campuses
across the globe. We salute the fine financial palnning strategys of Washington. Now if only they would get behind
on their Discover card payments...
***
Quality violence is one of the few
cheap entertainments that America
has left to offer.
Think about it. If you're anything like
us, you know this to be true. We think
that violence is one of the things that
makes America great. When it comes
to violence, we kick butt. The proof is
all around you.
The biggest movie of the year, obviously, is Arnie's Terminator 2. Did
anyone really go see this film for the
touching, famfly-oriented story sur-

rounding Arnie and the young John
Connor? Heck, no! We wanted to see
the big Austrian blowing stuff to hell!
Films like Citizen Kane and The
Graduatepale before the death and destruction of the latest epic from our
favorite Kennedy-by-marriage. Truly,
how can we complain about growing
crime and violence in the streets, the
disintegration of the family and other
societal structures when our most popular form of entertainment during the
past summer featured more death than
most Third World conflicts.
***
OK, what's up with SicSic? Is it just
us, or are they getting alittle weird?
The cryptic messages at Student Services and on the Union just confuse an
already befuddled student body (wow,
what if the one in the Bart mask is
someone I know?! ?!).
At first this year, we thought the
group had finally made some strides to
do some things of relevance, instead of
limp messages like "Get good grades"
and "Write home."
Examples include statements on the
Bowling Green police, the University's
canvassing policy, the proposed black
greek split, and — our favorite, of
course — "Thanx BG News for 5 days a
week." (well, this isn't much of a stand
really, but pardon our immodesty).
However, what the heck is up now
with everyone's second-favorite campus secret? (the first being 'Does
anyone really care where Fact Line is
hidden?') Maybe the heavy latex
fumes of those masks or red and black
fiaint poisoning has left them a
ittle...befuddled. SicSic, take the
weekend off. Clear your heads. Chill,
dudes and dudettes.

Letters to ihe Editor

Fetus can't know
the outside world
The BG News:
In presenting his case against
abortion, columnist Steve Bargdill (The News, Oct. 4, "Abortion
claims innocent lives") argues
that "Life is so precious no matter how young or old." I entirely
agree with this sentiment.
However, he goes too far when he
argues that abortion denies the
fetus the opportunity to realize its
dreams and hopes.
Although it may make for good
rhetoric to attribute mature
Parties to the fetus, it really is
etched to argue that the fetus
has knowledge of things it has not
fet experienced. Mr. Bargdill,
m sure, would be moved to find
different arguments against
abortion were he to take a child
psychology course.
Irwin W. Silverman
Professor
Department of Psychology

BG Dems won't
sell endorsement
The BG News:
Lately, the College Democrats
have taken a lot of heat for not
endorsing a candidate for mayor,
while the College Republicans
have been praised for taking a
stand and issuing a formal endorsement.
Unlike the College Republicans, the CDs invited their party's nominee and Jim Tinker to
their meetings to discuss the issues before any endorsement
would be given. The CRs blindly
followed the party line and unanimously endorsed the suddenly
and conveniently pro-student Wes
Hoffman.
The CDs' decision not to endorse should not be interpreted as
a weakness. It is a sign of

strength. A sign of weakness
would have been the CDs buckling to pressure from the Wood
County Democrats or STEAM,
and endorsing their candidates. A
sign of weakness would have been
endorsing a candidate to please a
narrow majority of the group, yet
alienating other members. Instead, CD members will support
the candidate of their choice in
their own time.
But the greatest sign of weakness would have been to follow
the lead of the College Republicans. The CRs endorsed Wes
Hoffman not because they truly
believe he cares about "the
treatment of students in Bowling
Green." They endorsed him because the CRs are getting a lot of
monev from the Wood County
Republicans. With this payment,
the CRs can afford to pay for the
city council campaign of one of
their members.
In contrast, the endorsement of
the College Democrats cannot be
bought. However, the College
Republicans will ignorantly follow Wes Hoffman like lemmings
following each other off the side
of a cliff.
Mike Cook
Vice President for Recruitment
College Democrats

Campus GOP back
city endorsements
The BG News:
On Tuesday, Sept. 17, College
Republicans endorsed mayoral
candidate Wes Hoffman and
Ward One Council candidate
Scott Ziance for the upcoming
election. Soon after, executive
members of College Republicans
received criticism from other organizations in regard to these endorsements. I intend to describe
each of these criticisms and the
lack of reasoning behind them.
Upon the endorsement of Wes
Hoffman for mayor, I was Informed that College Republicans

C&Q^-=>

Gates-gate scandal unfolds

You yll need a #2 pencil and no cheating off others

Because midterms are just
around the corner, I thought it
would be appropriate to begin my
column this week with a quiz —
Sst to get everyone in the testking mode. Ready?
Which government figure(s)
recently spoke these phrases (reported in The New York Times) ?
1) "...I do not know the meaning of the entry."
2) "I've simply said that I have
no recollection of it..."
3) "I have no recollection of
making those statements."
4) "I do not recall this conversation."
5) "I have no recollection of
this meeting."
6) "I have no specific recollection of my discussion..."
7) "I do not specifically recall..."
A. Ronald Reagan, when questioned about his role in the sale of
arms to Iran and the illegal
diversion of profits to the Nicaraguan insurgents
B. George Bush, when questioned about his role in the sale of
arms to Iran and the illegal
diversion of profits to the Nicaraguan insurgents

agency. There are some who harbor reservations, however. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, for example, had the audacity to ask
Mr. Gates, a man who is reputed
to have a photographic memory,
how he could so easily forget important meetings, memos, discussions and lunches that others
remembered him taking part in.
Apparently Mr. Gates was just
too preoccupied with the imminent threat to America posed by
the Thoroughly Evil and Conniving Soviets to pay much attention
to other things going on around
him. Like Illegal arms deals in
the White House.

ligence is seriously flawed, the
decisions which are based on that
intelligence will be equally
flawed (or perhaps even more
so). What makes flawed intelligence so terribly frightening is
that the decisions and responses
based on that intelligence can
have global consequences. Nuclear holocaust, for example.

But the Iran-contra scam is old
news. Most recently Mr. Gates
has been the object of critical
questioning about two other areas
of concern to Congressional lawmakers.
The first concerns allegations
that he created an environment of
intimidation for those working
under him in the CIA. It seems
Mr. Gates' least favorite employees were those who did not
agree with his conclusions (delusions) and those of his superiors.
The second area of concern
centers around Gates' purposeful
slanting of intelligence reports in
order to portray the Soviet Union
as an "evil empire" bent on isolating and subverting the U.S.

1) If flawed intelligence provided the basis for unneeded military spending, then Mr. Gates is
responsible for the misallocation
of a scarce resource — that is,
money.

C. Robert Gates, when confronted with evidence that contradicted his sworn testimony in
If the first allegation turns out
which he denied having knowledge about the arms supply net- to be true, Bob Gates is merely
work operated by Oliver North guilty of what many employers
out of the basement of the White are similarly guilty of: in failing
House and the illegal diversion of to utilize the talents of their emprofits to the Nicaraguan insur- ployees properly, they make life
had "wimped out." In other gents, or the role played by the miserable for everyone. Although
words, by not supporting a stu- CIA in those activities (until the worthy of consideration, this
offense is not currently punishadent for mayor, College Republi- story became public)
ble by fine or imprisonment.
cans had not fulfilled their civic
However, if Gates is guilty of
D.AandB
duty to the student population.
the second charge — that he
Please forgive us for utilizing our
Answer: If you guessed D (A made intelligence reports confreedom of speech to keep the
fervor of political competition and B), you get half credit for form to his prejudices and those
having
such a good memory. The of his superiors —then that is a
alive. Besides, Hoffman represents a viable alternative to the right answer, however, is C. very serious matter.
Given the necessity of having
students with his plan to fill the Robert Gates is George Bush's
city's ombudsman position and to nominee to head the CIA and is intelligence-gathering agencies,
offer interaction/sensitivity currently undergoing questioning their purpose (at least in the
training between students and by members of Congress to de- U.S.) seems pretty clear. Their
city police (as cited in J.C. Kohl- termine whether he is qualified mission is to provide timely, unbiased assessments of internastrand's "BG GOP winning parti- for the Job.
Judging from his replies to the tional events to the nation's
san war," Oct. 1, The News). In
addition, Hoffman's 26 years of members of Congress, Mr. Gates leaders so that appropriate deresidence in Bowling Green and would appear to be the perfect cisions and responses can be
more than 14 years of council ex- choice to head up America's spy made. Simply put, if your intelperience give him a much better
insight to the concerns of permanent residents which is necessary
to prevent further fragmentation
between "town and gown."
Chris Hawley's article
Thanks in large part to the
In regard to CRs' endorsement
("Ethnic plan gets mixed reac- measured pace of that five-year
of Scott Ziance for Ward One, it is
Oct. l.The News) on our study, and also to the spirit of
due to Ziance's unrelenting tions,"
commitment to better city- new cultural diversity re- cooperation engendered among
quirement
contained inaccura- participating faculty from all
Univertiy relations since last
cies and distortions that must seven colleges, the Cultural
spring that our body supported
be addressed.
Diversity Curriculum at BGSU
him. In addition to the support
To begin with, the reporter has become a model for multiZiance gives to Hoffman's platform, Ziance plans to form a city- should have interviewed the
wide tenants association to im- cultural diversity curriculum
director, associate professor
prove tenant-landlord relations
GUEST COLUMN
Ernest Champion. Perhaps
and to hold quarterly meetings
some
of
the
errors
might
have
for his constituents to stay in
been avoided. Champion was
touch with changing attitudes.
chairperson of the Cultural cultural education on a regional
Diversity
Committee during the and nationwide scale. Had
Lastly, Hoffman and Ziance
five
years this project studied Hawley probed a bit deeper,
are in suppport of the rezoning of
the Heinz property for residential the feasibility of implementing readers might have learned
requirement, not as Hawley that both Champion and [Asso.
use, which Is of particular con- areported,
"to introduce minon- Prof. Robert] Perry have been
cern to the greek community. Although this issue is not on the bal- S topics to the University cur- asked by educators at dozens of
culum," but to enhance un- campuses around the country to
lot this election, those in favor of
this restructuring should vote for dergraduates' awareness of the explain how this curricular
candidates who will help make multicultural nature of Ameri- modification was put together.
can society, and, pointedly, to
As far as charges that these
these proposals realities.
do so within an educational at- courses are "inadequate" go,
mosphere. Furthermore, the few faculty members or stuapproved courses are not, as dents who have remained InWendy Hanselman
Hawley implied, "ethnic stud- volved with cultural diversity
Vice President
ies
courses." Rather, they are (yes. undergrads had input into
College Republicans
drawn from many disciplines, the development of this curricuAssistant Manager
including, among others, Eng- lum, occupying a committee
Scott Ziance Campaign
lish, history, psychology, music seat for four of the five years
and women's studies.
that it existed) hold any il-

But if Gates has subverted the
intelligence mechanism by demanding that analysts create reports which are slanted, he is responsible for more than merely
flawed decisions at the executive
level.

JOHN
BERNARD

2) If money was misallocated,
then Gates is responsible for
wasting the taxpayer's hard
earned income. In effect he has
ripped-off Americans and, in the
process, contributed to inflation.
3) If Gates' slanted intelligence
exaggerated the Soviet threat,
then he is guilty of propagandizing the American people. He and
his agency have lied to us.
"The president thinks that I'm
the right man for the job." R.
Gates (NYT Oct 4) "Be assured,
the President supports Bob Gates
in every way possible." M. Fitzwater,spokesperson (NYT0ct4)
John Bernard is a senior majoring in Liberal Studies who has recently been observed going barefoot and sporting tie-dyed clothing when attending classes in the
Business Annex.

Ethnic course unfairly criticized

r

lusions that one undergraduate
requirement is going to eliminate racism, sexism, or any of
the other "isms" that plague
contemporary society. On the
other hand, when such bodies as
Undergraduate Council, Undergraduate Student Government, Graduate Student Senate, and Faculty Senate understood that, annually, 75 percent
of this University s graduates
were entering the workforce
never having addressed issues
of ethnicity in a classroom setting, the impetus for implementing this requirement
receiveddynamic support.
Overwhelming majorities in
each of the above-named bodies
approved of the Cultural Diversity Committee's final report
when a vote was called. It was
that University-wide support
that insured the creation of this
new general education reSuirement. Continued recognion of BGSU's Cultural Diversity Curriculum from other institutions indicates that this
trust was in no way unearned or
undeserved.
Roger Schmidt
Ethnic Studies Instructor
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PACE THREE

Respond

Highway 2-D: detoured and delayed

The Opinion pages of The BG News form an independent student voice representing the views of you, the reader. On the
Opinion pages, you will find a variety of editiorials, columns,
cartoons and columns all reflecting the issues of the day.
All readers are encouraged to express their views through letters to the editor and guest columns. Letters to the editor are
generally 200-300 words in length. All letters must be signed and
include a telephone number, address or OCMB, class rank or occupation, major and hometown.
Please submit only typed works, as the Editorial Editor is unable to read your handwriting. No exceptions. Really.
Telephone numbers and addresses are for verification purposes only, and will not be published unless otherwise specified.
If submitting a work in person, please bring a student ID or
drivers license for verification.
The News reserves the right to reject any submitted works it
deems malicious, libelous or offensive.
The News reserves the right to edit any and all submitted
works for clarity's and brevity's sake.
Please address all submissions to:
The Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall

How can you find yourself when the roads don *t even go there?

m

On my way home from a road
trip to Dayton a couple of years
ago, I first realized how essential
congestion-free roads are to me.
My friend Wendy and I couldn't
wait to be back in BG, and we
were only 20 minutes from our
exit, when we were delayed by
Findlay road construction.

So you pull out a little and notice
two semis driving side by side
blocking traffic so no one can get
around. No one, that is, except for
the idiot who is passing on the
shoulder of the road. Why why
why is that person behind you
honking the horn? Finally you see
the giant blinking arrow. 'Merge
right. Left lane ends in .5 miles.'
Of course you are in the left lane
and are at the mercy of the right
laners.

SHARLYN

AVINA

Your windows are rolled down
and a warm breeze is ruffling
your hair. Your favorite song is
on the radio and you smile as you
notice the trees have started to
turn. Your cruise is, of course,
only set at 65 mph and traffic is
flowing smoothly.
Suddenly your heart sinks into
the pit of your stomach. What is
that up ahead? Could it be? Can it
be? On, no, it is. It's the dreaded
orange sign! 'Road construction
two miles ahead. Be prepared to
stop. Delays possible.

You continually glance at your
watch and the hands are barely
moving. You are going to be late
ugiiin. You hate being trapped
with no control over the situation.
You wonder why they closed one
lane, because no one is working
on the road and it doesn't look like
any has been working on it. You
secretly want to come back at
night and steal all the cones. Finally, 20 minutes later, you are
back to the open road. You imhead for the passing
Visions of orange cones and mediately
barrels fill your mind with hor- lane — thankful to be free again.
ror. Your pulse quickens and
your blood begins to boil. Already
Sound familiar? It's amazing
you are angry and impatient, try- how much we take the rolling
ing to think of an alternate route highway for granted — the means
before it's too late. Reluctantly, of transportation from one place
you slow down to fall in line be- to another. Not until this means
hind a van. Great — now you inhibits us do we realize how imcan't even see what's up ahead. portant it is to us.

It couldn't be that long of a delay, we wrongly thought, and
drank a can of Coke Classic to
pass the time. We were making
the best of it in the beginning of
our imprisonment. We turned the
radio up and played name that
tune, reminisced about our high
school days, and complained
about the disappointing weekend.
An hour later, though, we were
starting to become irritated. My
leg was starting to get tired from
holding the clutch in and I was
sick of driving in first. I was annoyed by the sight of the car in
front of us and the cars to the side
of us. I was seriously praying for
a miracle — perhaps a helicopter
would swoop down and take us
away. No such luck, though.
Two hours later we knew the
pop was a big mistake. By the
time we reached the rest area we
really had to stop! We waited a
half an hour in the rain with no

umbrella to use the bathroom.
The men's room even had a long
line, if you can believe that! On
our way to the rest area we noticed one man peeing in the
median; obviously he drank a can
of pop too. Naturally we turned
our heads to give him some privacy.
Three hours later we finally
made it home. Later we heard on
the news that due to spring break
traffic, travelers should expect
major delays on 1-75 near Findlay. They then showed the long
lines of unmoving traffic. They
advised travelers to find an
alternate route if possible. A little
late now, I thought.
Now when I am caught in a
traffic jam I think back to that
time and realize it can't be that
bad. I try not to become irritated
and try to relax and enjoy the
scenery moving slowly, slowly
past. What's the point of getting
annoyed and cursing the construction workers when there's
nothing you can do but wait
patiently?
Besides, think of how smooth
the new and improved road will
be to drive on when (if ?) the work
is finished! In the meantime, if at
all possible, take a different
route.
Sharlyn Avina is a senior English major from Bowling Green.

Letters (font.)
month for October?
Come on Mike Sears, quit rubbing the victory into Kevin
Coughlin (i.e. "budget deficit")
and stick with your platform and
use our general fee money that
supports your organization
The BG News:
wisely. Stick with your promises,
Today is Oct. 1, 1991. If our or
else your campus unity proknowledge serves us right, when gram
will have been to no avail.
Mike Sears ran for USG president
he promised to have events of the
month. Yesterday was the last
Chris Cape
day of September. What was the
Tim Stanton
event of the month for SeptemRidge Street
ber? What is the event of the

Complete USG
promises, Sears

Individual-kind could do without some feminist attitudes
"Well, how was I supposed to
say it?" I asked innocently with a
slightly forced smile.
She said, "Do you think humankind is headed for an inevitable destruction because of
their negligence of the environmental world?"
"Ahhh" I emphatically paused,
considering the conquences of
continuing this conversation. I
was stupid. I continued. "What's
the difference?"
"My version," putting emphasis on the word my, "erases all
evidence of any sexist language."
Then she went into this great big
long spiel about how the female
race was being ignored by the
male race.
My first complaint, which I
didn't bring up, was that male
and female aren't separate races,
just different sexes. I could go on
about this subject in particular,
but I was even more stupid to
bring something else up instead.
"What does it matter how
something is said just as long as
the meaning behind the words is
conveyed in a way that everyone
can understand?"
I think she left the room, came

else is in there.
I happen to glance up to get a
sight of Tier. What's the first thing
I see? Do you remember Klinger
from M'A'S'H? And if so, do you
remember how big of a nose he
had? Triple that.
And she ate a lot. Actually, she
didn't eat all that much, she just
inhaled all food which happened
to be around her. I had no idea
how she managed to feed herself
like a pig and remain so skinny.
To this day, I still do not know.
The act has been shrouded in
much mystery.
Anyhow, on with my cute little
story.
Here we are in this room. She
doesn't say a word to me, so being
the nice person that I am, I decide
to break the ice with an intellectual question because she happens to describe herself as an intellectual person.
"Do you think mankind is
headed for an inevitable destruction because of his negligence of
the environmental world?"
She looked up from her table,
glared at me, and said, "You
used non-proper gender pronouns."

I know, I know. I told you this
article was going to concern gender-related pronouns. I lied.
Actually, I didn't lie. I just
couldn't think of anything
offensive to say about those little
dinky words that upset nobody
but feminists. So, I m going to
make fun of the feminists who get
upset over the proper uses of
gender-related pronouns.
Now, I have nothing against
feminists. In fact, some people
have described me as a feminist
because I'm all for equal rights
between the sexes. It's those certain feminists that pet to me. It's
those certain feminists that —
well, let me tell you about one I
just happen to know.
She's from my hometown, so
this will also give you an idea of
why the place is so stuck-up. No
names, of course. There are other
people on this campus that are
from New Knoxville. I wouldn't
want this to be getting back to
you-know-who. Let's just call her
something strange like Ms. Jane
Doe.
Here we are, Ms. Doe
and I
in the same room. She's on one
side, I'm on the other, and no one

back, gave me three books, and though. Right now I want to consaid, "Read these."
tine with my dainty little story
Books on gender-related pron- about Ms. Doe.
"I'm not going to read those," I
said.
"That just shows that you have
a closed mind to the real world."
STEVE
"Oh yeah?"
"Yeah."
BARCDILI
"Why can't you aaswer my original question about the destruction of mankind?" I asked,
still using gender-related pronouns incorrectly.
"Because it's irrelevant to the
ouns do nothing except state "opin- present conversation we're dision, at least in my experience, cussing."
"Lefs change the subject,
and I've read two so far. In this
column I'll admit I'm doing noth- then."
"OK, what would you like to
ing but stating my opinion;
however, I'll also mention a very talk about?"
"What would you do if the
plausible answer to this problem
of using gender-related pronouns. government made women regisAnd I've been using this answer ter for the draft just like men
for two years now. I guess I have to?"
"Refuse."
should have mentioned this when
"But yet you say there should
I first started writing columns,
but I didn't think it really mat- be equality in the sexes."
"That's irrelevent to the pretered until I got that strange letter berating me for using the sent conversation."
"OK," I said, then left. I
word "he" twice in one of my arcouldn't help it. I was fed up. She
ticles. Forgive me, please!
was
just too much of a feminist
I'll get back to that later.

for me to handle.
Mind you, I'm not stereotyping
feminists. I'm just pointing out
that some feminists take things
just a little bit too far.
A simple solution to the genderrelated thing: if you're a male
writer, use the word "he": if
you're a female writer, use the
word "she" in any and all of your
writings. This will keep everyone
quiet, including the strongly opinionated Ms. Doe feminists in the
world who really don't know what
they're talking about.
Steve Bargdill asks everyone
not to take this week's column seriously, even though Ms. Doe is
based on a factual person and
that his simple idea of solving the
gender-related pronoun problem
is very practical. He would also
like to draw attention to his ad
that appears in the back of this
paper somewhere, and he refuses
to tell us what his next column is
about. All we can get out of him
is, 'It's a surprise!' Then he
laughs profusely for some unknown reason.

DON'T DRINK AND DRIV€!
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ALL CAMPUS CAPTURE THE FLAG
Tuesday Oct. 22nd
7:00pm - 9:00pm 50'
per person

s:

Sign up your team of up to 20 to play Individuals
also welcome - they will be placed on a team.
Sign ups begin Oct 14
in UAO office 3rd floor
Union.

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Academics
Enrichment

EUROPEAN ROCK
POSTER SALE
ROSE SALE

Oct. 14th - 17th 10am - 4pm
in Moth Science and Education
overhang
On Oct 17 ONLY Warn - 4pm
in Union Foyer
1 ROSE - M.00
1 Dozen - '10.00

Get Ready For Sweetest Day!

DELTA ZETA would like to announce
it's Pledge Class Officers

10 am - 4 pm Student
Services forum (front of
University Bookstore)
GIANT SIZE POSTERS
Pink Floyd;
Sting;
Depeche Mode;
Guns-N-Roses;
Sinead O'Connor;
Madonna and more!

Jennifer Stripe
Jennifer Niese
Shannon Favri
Carrie Anne Beller
Mercedes Fisher
Julie Dorian
Michelle Masin
Jennifer Whisler
Jessica Hanning
Tara Hartman
Marybeth Monty
Suzanne Wheeler
Julia Winners
Kristen Kemph
Bethanie Bearor

Philanthropy
NMPC Reps
Social

LEARN HOW TO MIX TASTEFUL DRINKS I !
(UJ^D MIXOLOGY CLASSES

Alcohol Awareness . -C^KSpirit

WHEN?:
Under 21 - class on Oct. 21 and Oct. 28
Over 21 - class on Oct. 21, Oct. 28, AND a THIRD class on Nov. 4 at
TUXEDO JUNCTION for hands on experience.

Alicia Cercone
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SIGN UP NOW in UAO office, 3rd floor Union
UAO UAO

N

l>
N

Gift Chair ^-^L^.
Megan Keller
Song Chair . •<;• jMc • 4 • ••**•• -Lisa Warner
Greek Relations
Kym Walls
Ways & Means
Mary Listerman
Amy Kotton

TIME?:
classes from 6:00pm - 7:30pm
COST?:
Under 21 - '6.00
Over 21- '16.00

u

AZ
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Custodian wins Technology gap
annual award focus of program
for fine service
by Doug Baker
general assignment reporter

by LeeAnn Palmer
contributing writer
Marcelino Vara has been presented with this year's Outstanding
Service Award, which is given each year at the University's annual
Classified Staff Convocation.
For the past three years, Vara has worked as a custodian at the
University s Health Center, mostly working with the computer services department located on the second floor.
He was nominated for the award by computer services staff, and
said he wanted to thank those who work in the department for singling
him out. "I really like working for the University," Vara said.
For his outstanding service, he received a plaque and $400, which he
used to make a down payment on a new car ana to buy a new pair of
tennis shoes.
Outstanding service award recipients are selected on the basis of
job performance, dependability, cooperation, willingness to serve,
initiative and attitude.
The award also recognizes a commitment to the University.
Vara, a resident of Perrysburg Heights, is married and has a fiveyear- old son. According to Vara, he would like to see his connection
with the University carry on into the future.
The BG Ncus/Tun Norman
"I would like to send my son to Bowling Green, because I like the
"It's a tough job, but I'm pretty happy with it," said Marcelino Vara, atmosphere and the people," he said.
a night custodian who won the 1991 Outstanding Service Award.

ICENTERrORCHaCiH

EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITY

»H CAM »CM WOMfN

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

MINOLTA COPIER
AVAILABLE

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE

-service contract and
warrenty

16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 43604
Phone
(419) 255-7769 or
I-8O0-589-60O5

CONTACT ELIZABETH
1-800-922-9286

The "Education for Social
Responsibility" program
kicks off today with a discussion about technological advances.
The program — which concludes Saturday — will examine technology and if it is
widening the gap between the
rich and the poor in American
society.
The conference is being
sponsored by the University's
Department of Educational
Curriculum and Instruction,
and the Department of Computer Science.
All events will take place in
121 West Hall and are free
and open to the public.
According to Gregg Brownell, associate professor of
educational curriculum and
instruction, the purpose of the
conference is to discuss what
schools are doing to prepare
students in dealing with the
ethical issues raised by technological development.

I: Continued from page one.
able to reduce costs. Proctor said
the company was able to save $50
million in operations cuts and efficiencies.
Those who buy power directly
from Toledo Edison will feel the
direct effects of the rate de-

crease. The city of Bowling Green sity rates are 40 percent cheaper
and the University will also reap than those of Toledo.
some benefits, but they will not be
"Because we buy our power
as noticeable.
with other municipalities, it is
cheaper
for us to buy it," Tracy
According to Bill Tracy, assistant superintendent of electric said. "Toledo Edison has to propower at the Bowling Green utili- • duce its power. We have no overties department, city and Univer- head."

COMPLAINT
I Continued from page one.
was anything they could do,"
she said.
A representative from the
health department looked at
their window and made a call to
the landlord, who came out to
ix the window.
"Even though it took a little
onger than I would have liked,

at least the window got fixed,
which probably wouldn't have
happened if we hadn't called
the health department," Keske
said.
Hartwell said the primary job
of the health department when
it gets phone calls from students is encouraging communication with landlords.

Take a walk

down
Main St.
[Exploring B.G.'s
downtown
business scene

®3o»®S£3
INDIANA H00SIERS
(Ranked #1 in Great Lakes Region. #2 in Nation)

SUNDAY. OCT. 13 - 2:00 P.M.
at COCHRANE FIELD
Featuring GATORADE YOUTH DAY

Free n<>nif to first 4O0youths In attendance
SUPPORT THE FALCONS!

ALL NITE
MONDAY NITES

Cutting Edge Of

r^iofi&utioe
DIXIE CUP NITE
18 & Over With Valid ID

ADMIT ONE FREE!
Doors Open at 8:00

" Greatfully
Dedicated
to a

AZ DATE PARTY:
October
7:00pm

12th

382-1876
1532S. Byrne Rd, Toledo

FOR THE
LATEST IN
BOTH
LOCAL
AND
CAMPUS
CRIME,
CHECK
OUT THE
BG NEWS
BLOTTER.

Come to see the first
feature film produced
in Bowling Green
Now Showing at the
Lillian Gish Theater
for a limited time
Free admission

BOWLING GREEN FALCONS
—VERSUS—

The goal of Playing to Win
is to increase awareness of
the growing technological
gap between the rich ana the
poor.
Ed Jadallah, associate
professor of educational curriculum, agreed about the
need for increased awareness.
"When the poor do not have
access to the technology and
our society becomes more
technological, I would say
there definitely is a gap," he
said.

RATES

HOME FALCON SOCCER

(Ranked #3 in Great Lakes Region, #24 in Nation)

"We want to come up with
suggestions of what schools
should be doing and if they
are already addressing these
issues, have them share what
they are doing," Brownell
said.
The keynote address will be
given Friday at 4 p.m. by Anfonia Stone, executive director of "Playing to Win in New
York City/' Her speech is entitled "Computers and
Equity."

Now Showing:

presents

SATURDAY 8:00 P.M.

KISSING JUDA&
a love
lnvo story
Storu about
ahnilt hate
hatp

NR

Attention Organization
Presidents and Officers!
Would you like your group or
organization to be included in the yearbook?
If so, remember...
All group pictures must be taken by
November Mm.

If you haven't heard from us or
if you have any questions,
we need you to call us as soon as possible.

The Key
372-8086
Contact the Organizations Editor
Office Hours: Tues./Thurs.: 1-2 p.m.
Wednesdays: 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Don't miss out!
You must contact us!
••Call Sconl Times and Days are
filling up fast."
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Decision rests with chain
Meijer option on annexed land excites city officials
by Jason Aslinger
business reporter

Bowling Green may be the next in a long line of
Ohio cities to get a Meijer superstore.
Meijer has described its stores as combination
stores, containing a full line of groceries, general
merchandise and fashion.
The diversity of products fulfills Meijer's onestop shopping concept. Meijer claims to be "the
store built on common sense."
City officials have been speculating that a large
firm had shown interest in a tract of land owned by
attorney John Halleck. The land is northeast of the
intersection of Wooster Street and Dunbridge
Road and was recently annexed to the city.
Halleck confirmed Meijer has an option on the
land.
"[The land option] means it is a possibility [that
Meijer will build a store on the land]. It is not a

signed contract yet," Halleck said. "From what I
understand, they are intending to build a store
here. Assuming all of the rezomng and permits go
through, construction is set to begin next February
or March."
Jennifer Downs, director of customer relations
for Meijer, said Meijer definitely plans to build a
store in Bowling Green. However, the company
still is not certain where the site will be.
"We do have an option on some land, but we do
not have a construction schedule yet," Downs said.
"Right now, it is difficult to predict when or where
construction will begin."
Downs said Meijer has established stores in the
Toledo, Columbus and Dayton areas. Meijer is
working on expansion in general, but especially
between those three cities.
Downs said the University was not a major
reason for Meijer's interest in Bowling Green.
"It was one factor when checking our demographics but not the only factor," she said.

County considers storing
documents on microfilm
by Greg Watson

health and environment reporter

In order to provide better access to birth and death certificates, the Wood County Health
Department announced it may
put some of the records on microfilm.
During the monthly Wood
County Health Department board
meeting, members agreed microfilm would be a more efficient
way to keep records in order and
provide birth and death certificates to people tracing their
genealogy.
"It is an opportunity for us to
offer a better service," said
board member Alan Basting.
A representative from the city
genealogy research department
said the records could also be
supplied to the genealogy department, helping people unable
to get records from the health department get alternative resources.
Some people are unable to get
genealogy information from the
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health department because of department under-staffing, Basting
said. Additionally, people need an
appointment to get the information if the department is backed
up with such requests, Bastings
said.
"We can start indexing the records, it will be easier for both of
us and it will cost the health department no money," the representative said. "This is valuable
for people looking up their family
history."
Steve Charter, who offered the
health department microfilm
processing free of charge, also
said "some people come a long
way and do not want to be told the
need to have an appointment or
the work can't be done."
Getting the records on microfilm will also help the department
avoid potential disaster, said
board member Sandy Mills.
"We need this stuff on microfilm, because if there is a fire or
something, we are out of luck."
The health department board

also agreed more money was
needed for the inspection of
"manufactured home parks."
Larry Sorrells, Wood County
Health Department environmental director, said the department
has been lucky to keep up with the
inspection of the trailer home,
which includes inspecting electricity and water, handling any
complaints — even supervising
the growth of grass and weeds in
the parks.
"There are 35 parks with 4,000
lots and there are 4,000 people in
Bowling Green, so it's like inspecting a whole city over 35
places," Sorrells said.

Court blotter
The following people were indicted Oct. 2 in Wood County
Court of Common Pleas:
■Kathy Frankfather, 328 Palmer, Apt. 20, on a charge of forgery, a fourth degree felony. A
summons was issued.
■Bryan Smith, Toledo, on a
charge of receiving stolen property, a first degree misdemeanor.
A summons was issued.
■Belveland Morris, Beale Air
Force Base, Calif., on a charge of
failure to appear, a special felony. A warrant was issued.
■William "Butch" Richardson,
Toledo, on a charge of theft, a
fourth degree felony. A warrant
was issued.
■Robert Leonard, Jr., Toledo,
on two counts of theft, fourth degree felonies. A summons was issued.
■Freddy T. Wilkes, now held in

Wood County Justice Center, on a
charge of theft, a fourth degree
felony. A warrant was issued.
■Jeffrey Hughes, Perrysburg,
on a charge of gross sexual imposition, a fourth degree felony. A
summons was issued.
■Michael A. Snyder, Toledo, on
a charge of grand theft, a fourth
degree felony. A warrant was issued.
■Bill Booth Jr., Northwood, on
a charge of gross sexual imposition. A summons was issued.
■Jeff Goris, Wayne, on a
charge of intimidation of crime
victim or witness, a third degree
felony and gross sexual imposition, a fourth degree felony. A
warrant was issued.
■Mickey J. Baker, now held in
Wood County Justice Center, on a
charge of receiving stolen prop-

erty, a third degree felony. A
warrant was issued.
The court also Issued bills of information to the following people:
■Dennis Like, now held in
Wood County Justice Center, on a
charge of forgery, a fouth degree
felony. A warrant was issued and
an arrest made Oct. 4.
■Tracy Tressler, Perrysburg,
on three charges of illegal processing of drug documents,
fourth degree felonies. A summons was issued.
■Jeffrey E. Solarik, North Baltimore, on a charge of grand
theft, a third degree felony. A
summons was served on Friday,
Oct. 4.
■John Umbel, 247 Prospect St.,
on a charge of breaking and entering, a fourth degree felony. A
summons was issued.

Police blotter
■Todd Reisner, 414 S. Enterprise St., was cited for underage
drinking at Howard's Club H, 210
N. Main St., Wednesday night,
police said.
■A resident of Klotz Road reported that two plastic geese
were stolen from her yard Tuesday night, police said.
■Matthew Schauer, 315 Park-

view Drive #22, was cited for disorderly conduct Tuesday night,
police said.
■A resident of Conklin reported
that his room key, wallet and 44
compact discs were stolen from
his room Tuesday night. The
items were valued at $650, police
said.
■A fire extinguisher was ex-

pended in Conklin Hall Tuesday
night. Police said they spoke with
two subjects, but no charges were
filed.
■A resident of Darrow Hall reported the theft of a 20-inch gold
necklace from a dorm room while
the owner was in the shower
Monday night. The necklace was
valued at $275, police said.

The Wood County Health Department will be soon offering influenza vaccines, said Helen Gatzke, Wood County Health Department nursing supervisor.
"The [best] time to give the
vaccine is November 1, but we try
to immunize as many people as
possible [before Nov.l]," Gatzke
said.

Shipwrecked
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Homecoming candidates announced
Amy Dunaway

Kim Eddlngs

Mindy Engler

AnnGraney

Christine Kend-

AmyKotnik

Amy Matscherz

Karen Ravas

Shell! Sander-

Kelly Schaefer

Rich King

Ron Kleinfelter

Scott PUckert

Marcos Rivera

Doug Watkins

zora

Scott Chamberlain
by LeeAnn Palmer

Scott Emery

conlribuling reporter

The University Actvities Organization has announced this
year's 20 Homecoming candidates.
The University seniors were
chosen in personal interviews by
a panel of judges selected by
UAO, according to Kelly Adams,
co-chairperson of the king ana
queen election committee.
Candidates were selected on
the basis of academic achievement, extra-curricular activities
and their responses to essays,
Adams said. Each candidate, a
senior with at least 90 credit
hours, was nominated by an organization on campus or was selfnominated.
Adams said candidates were
solicited by UAO through letters
sent to University organizations
and through advertisements in
The BG News. Each nominee
went through a personal interview and the applicant pool was
narrowed to 20.
Selection of king and queen will
be based on student votes. Voting
will be in the Union foyer Monday
through Wednesday from 10 a.m.

Ben Feinstein

to 4 p.m.
Announcement of the top five
candidates will be made next
Thursday night at the Homecoming Bonfire at College Park. King
and Queen will be announced at
Saturday's homecoming game
against Toledo.
Finalists for homecoming
queen are:
Amy Dunaway — a Spanish
education major from Dayton.
She is also involved in Delta Gamma Sorority and Mortar Board,
and is an Orientation leader and a
director of the youth group for the
Muscular Dystrophy Association.
Kimberly Eddlngs — a marketing and international business
major from Pinckney, Mich. She
is involved in women's varsity
gymnastics, cheerleading, American Marketing Association, and
coaching community children in
University summer sports
camps.
Mindy Engler — an elementary education major from Massillon, Ohio. She is a Chi Omega
sorority member, peer adiviser
for the Student Wellness Center.
Student Council for Exceptional
Children member, and Friends
for the Deaf Community participant.

l TUBA • • TROMBONE • • FRENCH HORN •
The University Bands of BGSU
have positions available in the
UNIVERSITY AND CONCERT BANDS
e
for all instruments. If you have an interest in
no
on participating in one of these ensembles, contact:
U
BE
H
0.

Dave Gagner

BONNIE BESS, SECRETARY

UNIVERSITY BANDS
1010 MUSICAL ARTS
372-2186
JOIN THE ATHLETIC BAND TOO!
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
SUNDAY, OCT. 13, 7:30 PM
ROOM 1012 MMAC BUILDING, OR CALL
372-2186.

Doug Grace

Ann Graney — a painting
major from Westlake, Ohio. She
is involved in Gamma Phi Beta
Sorority, Order of Omega Greek
Honor Society, intramurals, and
the Saturday morning program
for disabled children.
Christine Kendzora — an IPCO
and sport management major
from St. Clairsville, Ohio. She is
involved in Alpha Phi Sorority
and a public relations committee,
is an Orientation leader, and MidAmerican division representative.
Amy Kotnik — a liberal studies
major from Toledo. She is involved in Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority. University Pommerettes, University Performing Dancers, and the Big Sister Program.
Amy Matscherz — a communication education major from
Wexford, Penn. She is involved in
Kappa Delta sorority, is a campus tour guide, racquetball club
member, and Adopt-A-Block Litter Control participant.
Karen Ravas — an elementary
education major from Toledo.
She is involved in Pi Beta Phi
Sorority, National Education
Program, is an Orientation hostess and volunteers for Flower
Hospital.
Shelli Sanderson — an elementary education major from Gal-

loway, Ohio. She is involved in
Alpha Xi Delta sorority, served
as Frieda Falcon, is an Orientation leader and a Bloodmobile
volunteer.
Kelly Schaefer — an English
education major from West
Bloomfield, Mien. She is involved
In S.O.L.D. and UAO, is a member of Cultural Diversity Players
and has participated in the Muscular Distrophy Association
Super Dance.
The homecoming king candidates are:
Scott Chamberlain — a sport
management major from Bryan,
Ohio. He is involved in Phi Gamma Delta fraternity, is a USG
district senator and tour guide
and volunteers for the American
Red Cross.
Scott Emery — an elememtary
education major from Worthington, Ohio. He is involved in Beta
Theta Pi fraternity, Ohio Students Education Association, the
Gavel and Help-a-Child tutoring
program.
Benjamin Feinstein is a chemistry major from Springfeild,
Ohio. He is involved in Lambda
Chi Alpha, marching band, Amnesty International and Environmental Interest Group.
David Gagner is a political science major from Spring Valley,

PERMS WITH
VITALITY, VIGOR,
AND VERVE

352-3551

Free Delivery
Tues. - Greek Night
Wed. - KARAOKE Night
Daily Happy Hour Drink Specials
IHE HOST FIM YOU Uf IV!■ HAD
WITH VOf ClOTHtS OH!

Delivery Special
Buy any large pizza and
receive an identical
small for FREE
Mark's exp 10/10/91

In House Special I
Large Vltem Pizza $6 !
with a FREE order of I
Breadsticks
Marks exp 10/10/91
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Phillips
Crawford
Live from the press box Saturday, 1:30pm, Kirk Phillips
and ftau Crawford will call all the action as the Falcons
look for their fifth Win of the Season!
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HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

Friday & Saturday

SPECIAL

nSSRULT ON flTH€NS!

Check out

W. FREEZE
FflAME

Give yourself a lift. Matrix perms for longer-lasting,
more natural curls. Call our
style exports toda> for .1 tree
MlflldtriX
consultation.
...».««> S«».CA«I

The student voting Monday
through Wednesday will narrow
the candidates down to five women and five men.

CATCH BG VCRSUS OHIO ON WBGU 88.1 FM

PRESENT

Matrix perms give you
full-bodied and conditioned curls with
bounce, resilience, and
spring. And so, so gentle
with moisturizers and
condtioners to pamper
your hair. Never harsh!

Mentor, Ohio. He is involved in
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity,
BGPro, Purchasing Club and the
Red Cross.
Marcos Rivera — a liberal
studies major from Lorain, Ohio.
He is involved in Latino Student
Union, is a resident adviser,
works with the recycling committee and participated in the
national Hispanic leadership conference.
Douglas Watkhu — a business
administration major from Newark, Ohio. He is involved in Beta
Theta Pi fraternity, University '
Ambassadors, American Cancer
Society and is an Orientation
host.

MARK'S PIZZA

Credit Available.
Non-music majors welcome in any band.

• FLUTE* • I I PIIOMI M» •TRUMPET**

Ohio. He is involved in Beta Theta
Pi fraternity, varsity swimming,
water polo and is an Orientation
leader.
Douglas Grace — a politial science major from Coshocton,
Ohio. He is involved in Beta Theta
Pi fraternity, men's chorus, the
University's Daffodil Days and
fraternity philant rophies.
Richard King — a marketing
major from Westerville, Ohio. He
is involved in Kappa Sigma
fraternity, University Ambassadors, UAO and American Lung
Association.
Ronald Kleinfelter — a radiotelevision-film major from Perrysburg, Ohio. He is involved in
Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity,
WFAI. radio station, intramurals
and the MDA Superdance.
Scott PUckert — a production
and procurement major from

352-9951

Oct. 11 • 12

HOMEWRECKERS
Get a Perm with Susanne and receive
FREE SHAMPOO and CONDITIONER
Value up to * 12.00
FREE Consultations CALL TODAY

352-HAIR

IHAMK
165 N. Main

'GAJLILIEICT
352-HAIR

Saturday M.S. Sub Eating Contest
18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
SI.00 cover after 9:00

FALCON

VOLLEYBALL
AT ANDERSON ARENA

HOURS:
: NMI '■ 2:30 MM.
2.-00 p.m. 'IN 2:30 «.-.
+ Mini-Pitcb*n Every Day

Sports
FRIDAY, OCTOBER
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No respect
BG's offensive linemen getting down and dirty despite lack of recognition
by Matt Schroder
sports editor

They don't get any of the glory.
After 60 minutes of opening
holes for fleet-footed running
backs, the press doesn't flock to
their lockers for quotes.
The only time most people notice them is after they are flagged
for holding or illegal motion.
Offensive linemen aren't out
there to build up impressive statistics. They just dig in and go
one-on-one with the men on the
other side of the ball.
Saturday the opponent will be
Ohio U. in Athens. The Bobcats
are 1-3-1 overall and 0-2-1 in the
Mid-American Conference. The
Falcons are 4-1, 3-0. Kickoff will
be at 2 p.m.
"As long as you know you've
done your part, and we're winning and scoring touchdowns,
(BG quarterback) E. White can
Bet all the credit," Falcon center
rian Sherman said.
"The backs deserve all the attention they get," right guard
Nick Sims said. "I think (White
and LeRoy Smith) are underrated really. We deserve a little
more credit too. But with guys
like that behind vou, if we miss a
block by a little bit, they can
make up for it. I'm very pleased
with our total team effort so far."
The effort of the Falcon
offensive line has been most
Cleasing to White. The last time
e was sacked was in game three
against Cincinnati. In fact, the
line has allowed just one sack in
the last 12 quarters.

Those are pretty impressive
numbers for a group that never
shows up on the stat sheet.
"The last couple games, the
protection has been great," White
said. "We've been facing some
good defensive lines with good
pass rushes. And when our guys
can step up and meet those challenges and give me the extra second, that's a big credit to them.
"It's something that's often
overlooked, but I can't put
enough emphasis on how important their job is to making our
offense work," White said.
Bowling Green's passing game
has been working so well oflate,
the results are snowing up all
over.
White was named MAC
offensive Player of the Week for
his effort against Central Michigan. And BG's passing offense
has soared to the top in the conference rankings.
The Falcons average 192 yards
in the air per game and the Bobcats rank last in the MAC in passing defense.
Their run defense is very
good. But again, if we protect and
Erik continues to play well, our
strength might play to their
weakness," Blackney said. "I'm
not saying they're weak in the
secondary, but you can read stats
as well as I can. They're last in
pass defense."
If Ohio is to have success Saturday, it will most likely be
through the air as well. The Bobcats boast the MAC's second-best
passing game, led by junior quarterback Tom Dubs and senior
wideout Richard Hill.

"It's something that's often
overlooked, but I can't put
enough emphasis on how
important their job is to making
our offense work."
—Quarterback Erik White
One of the team's most threatening rushing weapons is sophomore speedster Wayne Clements.
Against Toledo, the football
player/track standout rushed 11
times for 88 yards and two touchdowns.

In a game of utmost interest to
BG faithful, Miami travels to
Central Michigan to face a disappointing Chippewas' team.
Should the Falcons defeat OU
and Central down the Redskins,
Bowling Green would stand alone
atop the MAC standings.
"Wayne's greatest asset is his
The BG-OU contest will be teleopen field ability," OU offensive
coordinator Steve Devine said.
vised on Sports Channel.
After opening the season with a
tie against Central Michigan, the
a a D
Bobcats have now played three
GAME NOTES — This is the
straight road games against Mis- 44th meeting between Bowling
sissippi, Western Michigan and Green and Ohio. ... In last year's
Toledo.
matchup, Ohio scored all 10 of its
points in the fourth quarter for a
"I'm looking forward to coming 10-10 tie. ... Ohio beat BG four
home," Ohio coach Tom Licht- straight times from 1978-81, but
enberg said. "BG is a very fine the Falcons have an 8-0-1 record
team with eight seniors returning against the Bobcats since then....
on defense. We'll play hard. Our's Ohio has already won as many
games as it did all of last year. In
isn't a group that gives up."
1990, the Bobcats struggled
through a 1-9-1 season.... Ohio is
WATCHFUL EYE — For the the only MAC team of a year ago
first time since most BG students that failed to put a single player
were in high school (or younger), on the first-team, second-team,
Falcon football fans can engage or honorable mention All-MAC
in scoreboard watching.
lists.

Undefeated soccer takes on Indiana
by Jeff Mandel
sports writer
With a 10-0-1 record, no one in
Bowling Green could be happier
than the soccer team. After a
miserable season last year, nothing could possibly spoil the joy of
a team which has made a 180 degree turnaround.
Except, perhaps, losing to Indiana University.
The game, slated for a 2:00
fi.m. start at Mickey Cochrane
ield on Sunday, pits the Falcons
against the number two team in
the country. One-time national
champions, the Hoosiers are no
strangers to playing big games.
But for the Falcons, Sunday's
contest could be the biggest of the
season, as a BG win would give
the soccer team national recognition. But that's not what coach
Gary Palmisano is looking for.
"What makes the Indiana
game different from playing
Miami, or Central Michigan, or
Lehigh, is that if you have a great
day and you defeat them, you'll
After a brisk NRft| fo
Micy i c-fy of

make some noise," Palmisano
said. "That may earn you some
respect, but I think that we've
earned that this season. Our
national ranking (30th in the
country) shows that we've
already gained some respect
from people.

Quarterback Erik White throws a pass to tight end Brett I-anrtman in
a game this season. White, the MAC Player of the Week last week, will
lead the Falcons into battle once again tomorrow as the team travels
to Ohio University.

Men's tennis hosts
Classic tomorrow

squad's opportunities are
twofold.
"This weekend we have a
chance to showcase new
talent, and we want our
seasoned players to change
the tide," he said.
During this season, the
Falcons have suffered losses to four of the teams in
the weekend's field. Now
the Falcons think they can
challenge and defeat those
teams.
"There are a lot of people
that are looking to prove
they can be big-time players
in this tournament," Orlando said.
Bowling Green's top
players so far this season
include sophomores Todd
Koehler and Jeff Westmeyer, and freshmen Jason
Homorody and Bob Zumph.
They are all competing tor
the number one singles slot.
"No one player has stood
out in our first three weeks
of the season," Orlando
said. "And I'm looking forward to see who rises to the
occasion this weekend."

by Mimi Ordonio
sports writer

"It should be a great game for
the team to play in, and from a
coaching standpoint, it will be a
thrill to prepare for. But there is
still plenty of soccer to play following this weekend, however it
turns out," Palmisano said.
Palmisano is wary of the power
and reputation of this weekend's
foe, but he's also very confident.
"We are capable of beating that
team," he said. "But unless we
honestly believe we can win, we're not going to. The players must
believe they can win.
"But I think that Indiana is as
concerned about us, as we are
about them. That's what will
make this an game. It's a great
weekend of collegiate soccer —
you can't ask for a better scenario," Palmisano said.
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The men's soccer team faces one of its toughest competitors of the
season Sunday when the team takes on Indiana University, ranked
second in the country, at 2 p.m.

The men's tennis team
plays host to the fourth annual Bowling Green Keefe
Classic this weekend. The
field consists of seven
teams, three of which are in
the Mid-American Conference.
The participants include
Cincinnati, Northern Illinois, Evansville, Xavier,
Toledo, and Western Michigan, who finished in second
place at last year's MAC
Championships. The first
match begins tomorrow at 9
a.m.
"The Classic is a very important tournament for our
program," BG head coach
Gene Orlando said. " It will
be a good measuring mark
for our team to see how
much we have improved."
As a result of last weekend's action in Kentucky,
Orlando believes his team is
much better than when the
season started. He said the

TRIOS

The
BG Party
Bar

PIZZA • JMBS • CHICKEN
1610 East Wooster

353 RIBS
FREE DELIVERY
HOWLING GREEN, OHIO

&&
0
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PRESENTS

OPEN M - P 4pm
Sat. - Sua 12 noon

\

$5.00
1/2 SLAB
BBQ RIBS
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October 11thf and 12th
Next to the Clazel

Call Us For Tailgate
Party Packs

w roll & butter
choice of side order
with coupon
TRIOS

$5.00

$5.00

1/2 BBO
CHICKEN
w< roll & butter choice of
\Side order with soda
^~-with coupon
TRIOS

+

1 / 4 SHEET
PIZZA
(regular or roman style)
w/ 2 items
with coupon
TRIOS
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Volleyball battles MAC foes
in pair of games this weekend
by Mike Slates
sports wrilcr
The Bowling Green volleyball team goes headto-head this weekend when it battles Kent State tonight and Ohio University tomorrow.
The Falcons are coming off a big win at Toledo
on Wednesday. The loss put the Rockets at 2-2 in
the Mid-American Conference. Bowling Green,
now 3-1 in the league and 11-3 overall, face two
teams hungry for a win in the MAC.
Neither team has started the season well. Ohio
has a 1-4 record in the MAC, while Kent State sits
at the bottom of the league with an 0-5 mark, including a loss here to the Falcons in the Brown and
Orange Invitational.
The Golden Flashes and the Bobcats have taken
pre-season favorite Western Michigan to five
games before being defeated, though. Ohio has
also gained momentum by defeating Cincinnati in
its last match.
With both teams picked to finish near last place
in the league, they have nothing to lose.
"Ohio and Kent have played well lately," said
head coach Denise Van De Walle. "These teams

are coming in here for wins and we will have to
stop them.
In preparing for these upcoming matches in Anderson Arena, Van De Walle has created minigames for the team in practice this week. These
types of drills make the players aware of what to
do in certain instances.
"I wanted to create competitive situations this
week so the team would be ready for our next three
league games," Van De Walle said.
After having also worked on their defense the
East few weeks, the Falcons have seen it payoff for
lem.
The volleyball team's blocking has been dominating lately. Senior middle hitter Tammy Schiller, senior Lisa Mika, and junior right-side hitter
Julie Fortkamp are among the MAC's top ten
blockers.
Other keys for the Falcons are their balanced
offensive attack and their bench.
"Our bench has been very important for us,"
said Van De Walle. "Our players nave done a nice
job coming into the game and contributing right
away."

Toronto's 1-2punch a hit
as Blue Jays tie series
by Howard Ulman
AP spons writer

The BC. News/Tim Norman

The women's and men's cross country teams are competing in the Ohio Intercollegiates race today
in Delaware, Ohio. The race is scheduled for a 2:45 start for the women and 2 p.m. for the men. The
women's team is coming off a fifth-place finish at the Lakefront Invitational last weekend, while the
men are riding a 14th-placc finish at the Notre Dame Invitational. In the men's meet today, Malone
College is the defending champions and will be the team to beat, according to head coach Sid Sink. "I
told the guys that our first goal is the finish first and accept nothing lower than second," Sink said.

Montana remains upbeat after
undergoing elbow surgery
SANTA CLARA, Calif. - Joe
Montana, who has mastered the
last-second comeback in a football game, plans the same kind of
finish to his football career.
Montana, 35, went into what
has been called possiblly careerending surgery Wednesday night
with the same attitude he takes
into a two-minute drill trailing by
six points.
"He was very upbeat. ... His
whole approach was, 'If I'm going to do this, I'm going to get it
done, and I'm going to get back as
quickly and strongly as I can,'"
49ers president Carmen Policy
said at a news conference
Wednesday.
Montana, the three-time Super
Bowl MVP who has been sidelined since training camp by a
torn tendon in his right elbow,
underwent a i';.-hour operation
that is expected to give him the
best chance at coming back next
year at 100 percent.
The procedure went "fine" and
Montana was "fine" after the
procedure, according to 49ers
spokesperson Jerry Walker.
Forty-niners physician Dr. Michael Dillingham headed a team
of three surgeons who performed
the operation at Stanford University Medical Center. Dr. Gary
Fanton and Dr. Warren King also
participated.
Montana was expected to be
released from the hospital by yesterday afternoon.
"The overall feeling (on the
49ers) is it basically seems to be
that as a result of the surgery Joe

Football briefs
will not be able to return this
season," Policy said earlier
Wednesday.
D D

a

BO TO BE MISSED - The Los
Angeles Raiders don't know
about Bo, but quarterback Jay
Schroeder says Bo Jackson will
be "sorely missed" it he can't
play football.
"I haven't talked to Bo,"
Schroeder said Wednesday. "I
think everybody across the country is going to be disappointed.
He's a phenomenal athlete. The
important thing for him is to get
healthy."
Jackson, who played the last
month of the baseball season with
the Chicago White Sox, certainly
didn't look healthy when running
the bases. He served strictly as a
designated hitter.
On Tuesday, CBS reported that
"medical authorities" in Los AnSeles are about to recommend to
le two-sport star that he retire
from football because of his hip
injury.
Jackson's agent, Richard
Woods, called the report "a total
lie."
"Nothing has been decided,"
Woods said from his home in
Birmingham, Ala. "Bo's due to
report next week."
Raiders coach Art Shell also
said he hasn't heard from Jackson.
"I know the rumors are flying

around," Shell said. "I haven't
heard anything official from him
or his people. As far as I'm concerned, he's coming in next
week."
Jackson usually reports to the
Raiders within 10 days after the
baseball season ends. And the
regular-season ended Oct. 6.
D

a

D

ICKEY SAYS RETURN
HINDERED — Ickey Woods, who
ran for more than 1,000 yards in
his only full season with the Cincinnati Bengals, says coaches
keep putting off his return to active duty and won't tell him why.
He's starting to wonder if they
think he's not good enough to
make an 0-5 football team.
"I wish I knew when they'll let
me play," Woods said Wednesday. "It doesn't look like it's coming anytime soon."
Woods doesn't think there's any
medical reason he can't play. He
says he's sound, and he's been eligible to come off injured reserve
since Sept. 23.
One reason could be Woods'
weight and overall conditioning,
although coach Sam Wyche acknowledged that Woods is making progress.
He looked good in practice today," Wyche said Wednesday.
"His weight is down, under 230 ...
he's getting closer and closer."
As a rookie in 1988, Woods had
203 carries for 1,066 yards and 15
touchdowns. The Bengals were
12-4 in the regular season and
played San Francisco in Super
Bowl XXIII.
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Phi Delta Theta

Firings increasing

TORONTO — Toronto's leadoff act was a stunning success Wednesday night, four hits, runs, two
steals and a bunt. Devon White and Roberto Alomar sparked the Blue Jays to a 5-2 victory over the
Minnesota Twins that tied the AL playoffs at one
game each.
"Seeing those guys 1-2 reminds me a lot of
(Alan) Trammell and (Lou) Whitaker in 1984" on
Detroit's World Series champions, Toronto pitcher
Tom Candiotti said Thursday. "They'd get on base
and disrupt everything."
Joe Carter, John Olerud and Kelly Gruber are
9-for-23 in the first two games. Gruber has driven
in four runs and Carter and Olerud two each.
"They're a very good lineup all the way
through," Scott Erickson, Minnesota's third-game
starter, said.
White started the first inning Wednesday night
in Minnesota with a single and stole second. Alomar sacrificed him to third and Carter singled him
home.
White led off the third with a double and took
third on Alomar's single. Alomar stole second and
both scored on Gruber's single that made the score
3-0.
Toronto got its other two runs in the seventh
when White walked and scored and Alomar singled.
"So far it's been good for (him and White). We've been on base and scored," Alomar said. "Not
only that, (Erickson) has to think about the other
guys, too. The bottom part of the lineup hasn't
been hitting, but they're good hitters, too.
The Blue Jays have just two hits in 29 at-bats
from the last four spots in the lineup. Minnesota's
meat of the order — Kirby Puckett, Kent Hrbek
and Chili Davis — is 3-for-20 in the series.
Twins manager Tom Kelly said the left-handed
Hrbek probably will be dropped from the cleaup
spot to sixth or seventh against third-game starter
Jimmy Key, a lefty. Scott Leius will play third
base instead of Mike Pagliarulo, who started the
first two games.
The Blue Jays' home record (46-35) was only one
game better than their road mark.
The Twins are a good road team, with a 44-37 record.

The job insecurity percentage for baseball
managers is rapidly approaching 50-50.
The Milwaukee Brewers' axing of Tom
Trebelhorn on Wednesday was the 11th this year
for a major league manager. Two more firings
would represent half of the 26 jobs. The major
league's took one step towards that on Thursday
when the Seattle Mariners canned Jim Lefebvre
as manager.
There have been four firings since Monday,
the day after the season ended.
First, the New York Yankees dumped Stump
Merrill, who said the team's 71-91 finish wasn^
all his fault.
"It's unfair that the manager gets the brunt of
the blame, but that's just the nature of the
game," Merrill said.
On Tuesday, Boston fired the popular Joe
Morgan, who led the Red Sox to division titles in
1988 and '90. He had them in contention again
this year before they finished tied with Detroit
for second in the AL East with an 84-78 record.
The Red Sox replaced him with Butch Hobson.
The number of fired managers is expected to
climb. Both Chicago managers, Jim Essian of
the Cubs and Jeff Torborg of the White Sox, are
rumored to be leaving soon.
"If you pitch consistently and play defense, you
always have a chance to win a ballgame. That's
been a strength this year," Kelly said. "Consistent
pitching has gotten us through the season, and that
means on the road also."
Key was only 7-8 at home, 9-4 on the road.
"I really don't mind pitching on the road," Key
said. "If I'm throwing well and pitching well, it
really doesn't matter. And if I'm pitching bad, it
really doesn't matter" where the game is.
Key was 16-12 this season. He's not worried
about having 10 days between starts. Key said he
threw about 100 pitches on the sidelines during last
Sunday's regular-season finale against the Twins
and threw again Tuesday.
Key has been in three postseason games, three
more than Erickson.
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The Fall '91 Initiates
Jeff Reider
Jeff Seepers
Mark Tarnowski
James Walters

Scott Bender
Mike Berner
John Grogan
Tim Liette

IOM?

Hardy Buber

-by Tom Hanicak

The Fall '91 Pledge Class
Tim Beisner
Brett Buffa
Mark Choparkoff
Doug Elgin
Rob Pinnick

Scott Foyle
Dan Fry
Andy Green
Ehren Heyer
Chris Pullen
Dave Stubblebine

Tom Hoinski
Mike Lambert
Jeff Lange
Geoff Kruszynski
Rich Rings

A Fraternity For Life...
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
HAPPY HOURS"! 5 9PM
Fit. Ocl 11 ■ Fmotogrephe SI members.
SLSOnon St 50pitchers
CarrlHmn Aaeoc'e One Love Reggae
Party Bon SAT-Nov 2. Unxjn Balkoom
with The ArkBank ilka Addte)
FRIENDS OF THE D£AF
Meeting every Monday
405 Education 9 pm
Come Juki the fun!
HOMOSEXUALITY IS ALWAYS ELSEWHERE
BECAUSE IT IS EVERYWHERE....RENAUD
CAMUS
HOMOSEXUALITY IS ASSUREDLY NO ADVANTAQE. BUT IT IS NOTHING TO BE
ASHAMED OF. NO VICE. NO DEGRADATION.
IT CANNOT BE CLASSIFIED AS AN ILLNESS .IT IS A GREAT INJUSTICE TO PERSECUTE HOMOSEXUALITY AS A CRIME. AND
CRUELTY TOO
SK3MUND FREUD
Hoeprtakty Management Society
General Meeting
Thursday. October 10
112BA
L.A.O.A.
Lesbian And Oay Alaance
Information A Referral
Phone Una
Open
Monday. Wednesday, A Friday
7pm to 10pm
352-LAOA ' 3S2-S242
LESBIAN AND OAY ALLIANCE
There wa be a LA.Q.A. meeting tonight. 1:30
PM. at the United Christian FeUowslxp Center.
comer of Thurattn S Ridge The meeting la (Secrete and open to all gay. lesbian, bisexual and
gay supportive people.
NOTICE1' ELEMENTARY ED. METHODS
MEETING' AS students who applied for Spring.
!982Ele Ed Methods IEDCI 350. 351. 352.
383. 364, 365, 366) are expected to attend
thai meeting. Tuesday. October 16. 4 00 pm.
116 Education BuXtng BE THERE H
Parenta of the Year Contest
Write a confidential letter showing appreciation
to your parents. If your letter is chosen you and
your parents will be honored on Parents' weekend with excitement and prizes Contact the
UAO office tor more detaas. 372-2343 Letter
tJsadlno October 24.
SMA SWEETEST DAY RAFFLE
Oct. 14-16 Tickets on sale In front ol the library from 0 00 am to 4:00 pm S 50 each.
Prues Include flowers, dinner for two. movie
tickets, snd s cassette tape
Swing • A - Thon
Omega Phi Alpha
Union Oval
Swing • A ■ Thon
The owes of Sodom and Gomorrah, according
to Chapter 19 ot the Boo* ol Genesis are destroyed wtth fire and brimstone Centuries later.
thai was interpreted by Phto ot Alexandria, and
then by reegious writers, as an angry God's
punlahment tor the homoeexualty ot tha Inhabitants
The* interpretation, although common, hlngea
on an unlikely translation ot the ambiguous Hebrew word meaning "to know." The term la
used 943 ttmee In the Ok) Testament: only 16
of those fimee is It a euphemam tor sexual activity Father John McNeil who has written extensively about the church and gay liberation.
notes that "In the New Testament, tha only ret
erence to Sodom (Luke 10.10) identifies the
am aa InhoapNalty." The story of Sodom and
Gomorrah probably did not involve homoaexualty at all
Trinity United Mathodlat Church
Rummage Sale
200 N Summit
Sale starts Sat, Oct 12 -18.
Hours 8-6 30. Frl 9-3
WSQU SPORTS M.1 FM
Falcon Football -1 30 pm Sat
BGvs Oho
Sportacene - 8:00 pm Sun.
Soccer's Rob Marietta and Greg Murphy
WBGU SPORTS 111 FM
"in Germany they came first for the Communists and I didn't speak up because I wasn't
a Communist. Then they came for the Jews.
and I didn't apeek up because I wasn't a Jew,
Then they came for the trade unionists, end I
didn't speak up because I wasn't s trade
unionist. Then they came for the Catholics
and I didn't apeak because I waa a Protestant. Then they came lor me - and by that
time no one was left to speak up."
-Pastor Martin Nlemoller

LOST*FOUND
"KEV8LOST"
To the person Monday night at Student Servtoea who I think picked up my keys by acci
dent, plaass eel me • 362-0402 Thank you'
LOST: At football game 1015 > brown/orange
umbreea Sentimental value PLEASE' REWARD! 352-5897 No questions asked

SERVICES OFFERED
Horseback Hiding and Hayrtdee
313-858-3973
L8AT • ORE • GMAT
Before you bake the teat, cal the expert. Local
daaaea lormmg now. Kaplan Educational
Censer Cal tor dotate 638-3701
•REGNANT?
We can hasp. FREE pregnancy tests snd supportive eervtoee Confidential. BG Pregnancy
Center CM 364-HOPE

■ Delta Sigma PI •
UT Peggy
GOOD LUCK on Individuals this Sunday! Don't
get nervous Just know al of your atulf and the
Purpose and youl do awaeomel I'm behind you
100 percent!
Love,
Big Angle
' Delta Sigma PI •
' Delta Sigma PI '
Secret UT Peggy
Are your reedy for Sunday?' I'm sure you wfa do
an outstanding Job! II be "eecretty" cheering
foryouf
GOOD LUCK"
Your Secret Big
' ' "rMBsSajmsPI* *
Jennifer Wolfe
Good Luch at Individuate'
Know the purpoeel
Your secret Big
• • • DELTA SIGMA PI ■ • •
UL JENNIFER WOLFE
Good luck at indrviduele'!'
Make surs you know the purpose
Love, Mark
" * • Suzanne • • •
Happy 2tat Birthday I hope you ere ready for
this weekend, cause I amtf I got you the best
present, a rabbit'
Happy Birthday'"
Klmbo
' • Alpha Sigma Phi • Gamma Phi Beta • "
Get reedy Alpha Stg-s to rock Freeze Frame.
We know you'll win this Polaroid game.
We sure are proud to coach you thru
And wow there's lots In store for you'I
Love, Your Coaches
Joey, Tami. and Suzte
• • Delta Sigma PI • •
Secret La" B* Stertz
Good Luck at Individuals
Know your stuff
-Secret Big
• ■ DetlaSigmaPI' •
• OavTtrrNiPhlUr Janes Cope Gamma Phi * '
I can't wart until you know.
How much your big loves you so'!
We will be the beet, simply above the reel
Big 'n Little, you and ma.
That's the way it should always be.
Lota of Love. Your Big 7I7I7I7I?
• • Omega Phi Alpha Lit' • •
Patty Boyle
Little eke you come but once In a lifetime You're the beat Love. Your Big
• -PI SETA PHI- •
The buses wouldn't take ua.
to the lake you see.
Now we era shipwrecked In B.G.
Meet at Pi Phi House 7.00 p.m.
DATE DASH
• G PHI B ■ Grande! DONNA QILMORE Sorry for keeping Joey In disguise
But I wanted BIG HUNT to be a BIG SURPRISE'
And now I'm the happiest Qrsndbtg m BG
That you are part of our family!
LovelnPKE.
Grandma U
• KKO • KKO • KKQ • KKQ •
ORANtM-ll' KRISTIN
Welcome to the FAMILY!
Get psyched tor an awesome yeerl
Love, your GRAND BIG
• PHI MU • PHI MU * PHI MU • PHI MU '
CONGRATULATIONS
OFFICER OF THE WEEK
DAWN STRIBRNY
SISTER OF THE WEEK
JOEY MANN
•PHI MU • PHI MU • PHI MU • PHI MU •
* Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa *
LIL'JOAN HOLMES
Just a ItHe note to say.
I hope you have a
Super Day"'
Sigma Love.
YOUR M 7 ? ?
• Z1T • ALPHA XI • ZBT •
Congratulatlona to Paul Diaantia on lea recent
pinning to Alpha XI Delta Traci Davidson
• ZBT • ALPHA XI ■ ZBT •
• • DELTA ZETA • PHI SIGMA KAPPA • •
JAY, LEE AND BARRY
From the time we pick you up at five.
Wei make you happy you're atve.
Tne Phi Slgs are damn proud, they aay
Bui are they ready for an overnight atay?
Whan Saturday night cornea roan' around,
Be reedy to pitch those tenta In the ground
We'l aland around the fire tght.
So get psyched for en awaaome night.
Get really excited for al the fun.
Cause we re gonne party unnt me sun i
SEE YOU SATURDAY, HEIDI, MARY JAM
AND JANE
•• DELTA ZETA • PHI SIGMA KAPPA • •
• "DEE ZEE -FIJI -DEE ZEE -FUT"
SCOTT,
Wish you may. wiah you might.
Come Saturday, you I be leesn alright
The carnpout wel aura be fun,
You I be Gratefully Deadtoated until the sun
Thru the night you'l soon realize,
The Dee Zees are proud and ful of surprise
Juet sit snd think and contemplate
Because my friend, you have the beat data
Come morning hours and the cold gets bad.
We can share the blankets. I wont gat mad
Ending thla rhyme, all have to say
We 1 neve a fun time, come Saturday
LOVE, AMY
■ "DEEZEE-FLU-DEE ZEE-FIJI"•SIGMA KAPPA • UL KAREN • SIGMA KAPPA'
You're the BEST LITTLE a SK3 KAP could ask
tor"! Welcome to the family"!
Tone olSK love
77? Your BkJ 777
•SIGMA KAPPA • SIGMA KAPPA"

PERSONALS
12Step troupe
For mealing emee and locartone.
cat 372-2130
UAOpreeents MONDAY MUSICIANS
Monday OCTOSER 14th 5 00 8 00 pm
McDonald West Cling Hal
SILL SOUSFkELDS 0ROUP (quintet)

A-rreCh.
Thanka lor helping ma aland up lor something I
beaevo In Your friendship and aupport means
more Stan you know. Happy N.C 0 Day. You l
arwaya have my aupport Thanka Suaan R
AOOPT-Lovlng couple wNh country home and
big backyard longs to give your newborn a We
of love and security Cat Betty e Owen cosset
1518)486-3521.

M EP •

DO

• M EP

CorHTratuasaons Tim McAlaa
on your marriage to DG
Ginger Roll
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AS Malta ami
el

Alpha Sig Alpha Slg Alpha Sig
Athelele of the Week the Golf Team
Pledge ol the Week ■ The whole pledge class
Brother of the Week • Dave Robieon
Officer of the Week - Joe Bazan I Troy Mack
Alpha Skj Alpha Slg Alpha Sig
Am,
You're the beet fiance
I could aak for.
Your hst'e not so bad either.
I ova always.
Jennifer

Delta Sigma PI
Little Betty
GOOD LUCK WITH INDIVIDUALS
KNOW YOUR PURPOSE"
II be behind you al the way!
Love, Big Elaine
Delta Sigma Pi
Ul Valerie.
OOOMI
Was Individuate Is a few days sway, but do not
fear You wa do great!
... Your Big. Rob

Amy (Bunny)-Thank you for the knowledge
Congratulatlona to you
I love you arwaya. Megan

DO TRACY STOTT DO
Happy Birthday Little, you are finely legal (to
vote at least!!), (ha ha) Good kick wtth Homecoming
Love. Your Big

An expression of love is a beautiful thing. I'm
glad to know so many women who can share it
with each other -vTckl

Old you know? The number of legal abortlona
reported to The Center ol DM Baa a Control In
1988 waa 1.371,285

AOTT • AOTT • AOTT
Are you ready for a wild canoe trip?)
JUNGLE CRUISE 1991

DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
UIJenNiese.
Supriae! It la me! I am vary proud to have you aa
my LN I know we ere the Best Big Ul ever'
DZLove,
Beth

AXOAXOAXOAXO
AXO Actives,
We would Iks to thank you lor your support snd
friendship We hope we can live up to the high
standards ot AXO
UTB. AXO Pledges
AXO • SIG EP • AXO • SIG EP • AXO
Freeze Frame is back
And we have al the clues
Be ready to expoee yourselves
Because we're NOT gonna loeol
Love, your coechee.
U Donna. Katie. John S Ray
GPB • FIJI • GPB • FUI • GPB
Chi-0 Lll BrldgetCln-O
I'm so sxcited that
you are my time We
are going to have so
much fun together
Love, Shannon
Chl-O Chi-0 Chl-O
Chl-OL«" Bridget Chi-O
I'm so excited that you are my little
We are going to have so much fun together
Love. Shannon
CW-O Chl-O Chi-O Chl-0
Chi-0 • III' Kim Root • Chi-O
I am so excited you're my me.
We are going to have so much fun
togethsr You are so swosome"
Lovo.Keeey
CHI-O UT Jodl CHI-O
I'm ao proud of my LI Gladiator' You are so
aweeome! We are going to have an awesome
year.
I love you
Heather
COME OUT. COME OUT
WHEREVER YOU AREI
NATASHA
Congratulations Mary on your recent lavalienng
to Kate
Beat Washes - J K
Congratulations Cathy and Jane
on your 2 month Anniversary!
Love. Michelle
Deereat Jane-you've changed my lie forever. I
love you arwaya and forever. Deb Dim so glad
to have you back m my He. Heather-you'ra a
greet friend Heow-manka for al the specie!
ttmee we've had Michelle you're one of a kind
Deb and Janet-I love you both. Enc-I can't wait
for RIPI Nataario-Keep smeng! Remember
you're the beat. Jean here's your name
Cathy Masm
Dell DZ Phi DeN DZ Phi Tau
House. Thr Prea The Senator. Phi Dert Poster
chad. Sex Pot Mike, the man trom Mentor, and
the Lone Phi Tau:
It wll al start In room 102
From that point on who knows what we'l do
The tunes wll be Diarin
And we won't be cartn'
With our cool tye dyes on 5 swesome beads
Al the others vni foeow our leads
I hope a great time la had by al
because Gratefully Deadlcated Is the biggest
and beet dale party thla tat!
Lariaaa. Beth, Jen, Juke. Cheryl. Juts and Tare
Delia Sigma Pi - Little Heather
Are you reedy tor individuals?
Study hard and Good Luck You'l do great!!
Your Big. Diane
DELTA SIGMA PI
Little Kathlene Spngga
Good Luck thai weekend
You I do greet'
Love, Scott
DELTA SIGMA PI
Secret Little Liaa Braun
To tha pledge with the same
name aa my coffee pot
May you be very ALERT
for IndMdualal
Ivan and your Secret Big
Delta Sigma PI Kathlene Delta Sigma PI
Good kjck st IndMdusla!
Know your stuff and youl do greet!
Love, Your Secret Blga

Secret UT MlII11
Know that pur poae
Good kick at tndtvvJueJa
Love your Secret Blga

urn

DELTA SIGMA PI

Good Luck at Individuate I know youl do fine.
Dinner ■ on the way
Your Bag.
Cat
Delta Sigma Pi
Greg Price
Good Luck at IndMduak
Know the Purpose"
From. You Secret Bigs
PS We're the coolaat brothers
In the freterretyt
Delta Sigma Pi Delta Sigma PI
Use,
Good kick on Individuate Know the purpose
and your stuff
Love. Dannie
Deal Sigma PI
LIMorece
Are you ready for Individuate?
Youl do great!
Love. Your Big

FALCON VOLLEYBALL
FRIOAY 1 SATURDAY. 7PM
AT ANDERSON ARENA
Feel a good vibration - end dlscrlmlnstlonl
HAPPY NATIONAL COMING OUT DAY. Jeeon.
FREEZE FRAME '81
FREEZE FRAME '91
FREEZE FRAME '91
FREEZE FRAME 'II
8AT. OCT. 12
G Phi B LI Tarm G Phi B
Sooner or Mter you wll discover
That Big Hunt la almost over
You and I wet be a big tut
Youl be ao excited you'l almost
Big and Uttle. that's you and me
Forever friends we wll surely be.
Love,
Your Bkj
G Phi B LN Tami Q Phi B

Little
Good kick wan tndMduala Sunday - I know
youl do grew1
Love, yon Big. Chnea
PS Know the Purpoeellt

>

OPhlAOPhlAOPhiA
urSetenel
I'm so gjad you are my UN
Clue #5 -I'm 21 now'
See you Sunday' O Pin A Love' Bkj?

Sigma Kappa Amy Borland Skjaaa Kappa
I m ao glad I got you ea my lima Get peyched
for Bg/Uttto hunt on Monday lam!"
Love, your Big

O Ptx A Ul Kathy Sponaeler O Phi A
Sunday wd be here soon and I cant wan
Aa a Big/ts team wel be great!
Who am l? Wal I'm not going to aay.
You ■ xjal have to wart a couple more days'
Love.
YourBtg???

Sigma Kappa 77? UT Sherry Fisher
Get peyched lor Monday, youl be surprised.So here's s due' my favorite color la
blue
I can't wait to welcome you-To our family and our bond.
Love, Your Big??7
Sigma Kappa n 7? Skjma Kappa
Sigma Kappa Sigma Kappa Sigma Kappa
UUaSt,
I bet your dying to find out who I am? Hang In
there, only 3 days left HI tha BIG secret Is
revealed Get peyched tor Btg/U Day and
marry more good times to come!
Low your Big 77

Gamma Phi Mai Gamma Phi
welcome to the farnty. baby1
Love, your Great Grand BKJ Val
and Great Aunt Wendy
Uttle Jennifer Graham
A great pek we wd be'
But who I am youl have to wan and aee.
I'm very excited, thla much a true
Cause your big tovea you and your
grand bkj does too!
Oamme Phi Beta
amsMerceeo
Happy 21 at Birthday "I
Wei have loads of fun on Saturday at QratefuHy
Oeedtoeted to a DZ! I hope you do some pfokte
sanging! Forgot about that huh?
Happy Btrthdeyll!
Love. Li Use

Happy National Coming Out Day
veto and Jeanne
I love you both! Thereaa
HeyBGSUCtoeeW are for dofhee! Happy National Coming
Out Day! Thanka LAGA tor everything!
-SMe

Sigma Kappa • ■ ■ Sigma Kappa
Congratulatlona to Slater Derate Batogh on becoming an American Gladiator ChaMngarl
WaytogoDemaet!
Sigma Kappa • • • Sigma Kappa

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
WOMEN'S
BOWLING - OCT 15: COED DOUBLES RACQUETBALL • OCT 18: 4-PLAYER VOLLEYBALL - OCT 22: MEN'S S WOMEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY - OCT. 23 ENTRIES DUE M 108
SRC BY 4 00 P M ON DUE DATE

Sigma Kappa Ul EUea Sigma Kappa
I can't wart M Monday don't you aae.
You II be part ol the best fsmfty
You've been given duea throughout the week
About your BKJ you soon we meet
Get excited cause I em too
Just remember that I love you'
Sgma Kappa love. Bkj??

Sigma Kappa

Jam and Molra
Thanks for making my 21st b-day so much fun"
Hchase
JEAN LIKES LIZ
TUNEM
TURN ON
COME OUT
Jen: I love you, thank you tor loving me beck.
Thanka for agreeing to our engagement. I know
we can make it work ...Love Lots Amy
Joe,
To the dancing god Friday nights wouldn't be
tha same wtth out you Happy N.C O. Day.
Suaan R

Get "fired" up for FreezoFremo

Juat another ad euprjoreYig
al those comxxj out today ..
Especaay Jeanne Amy Z

Your FUI Coaches. Chns and Scott
Sigma Kappa
LII'HeelherGrsy
Oat psyched lor Monday night'!'
I'm ao happy you're my LH'III
Love, your Big 7?
SIGMA KAPPA • UL LAURA ■ SIGMA KAPPA
Your curiosity Is coming to an end.
And soon wel become the beat of tnenda
The besl big, III pair we wa be
In Sigmu Kay lor elornify
Sigma Kappa • Doris - Sigma Kappa
On Monday you wfa find out
What our tamey la al about
When you aee me you'l know Its true
The bset Big and Uttle are me and you!
Love. Your Bkj Heart
Slg Kap LH' Amy Neumann Slg Kap
Monday la the big day
When we become Big-UtOe in Sigma Kay
So get peyched lor a great yaw
Bringing lun. laughter and cheer'
Love your Big 77?
Sigma Kappa
UT Jennrter Gyure.
Hope Bkj'Uroe week haa been great' Get paychad for Big/Uttle night I can't welt!
Love,
Btg?7?
Sigma Kappa Amy Qroaa Sigma Kappa
Thai week haa been me beat under the aun.
But on Monday we'l start me real tun1
Our fanny wa begm
And our friendship »/■ never end!
Love, your Big

Kate-Thanks for letting me come out In more
ways than one • And to al my friends lor the*
support Lovs. Mwy
Katheryne.
To the only streyt gal that haa turned my head. I
love you Heow.
KOKDKDKDKD
Tracy you re the beat Bag! Looking torwwd to
greet ttmee' Love ya!
ur Mamie
KDKDKDKOKO
KD KOKDKDKDKD
Congratulations Kappa Daaa Sayter of the
Weak!.
Sept 29 - Denne Scott
Oct. 8 - Airry Matcherz
Sheas Walton
AO!

__

KPHP|<,pM)KDKp

PHI SIOMA KAPPA
CHAD,
Congratulations on making Die Flying Teem. We
know you could do It! We're proud of you.
Love, Your rejomkaall
Phi Tau • PI Phi • Phi Teu • PI Phi
The Phi Teus wteh to congratulate Brian Hanigal on res recent lavaSenhg to PI Pm Cindy mgard
Phi Taus - Skj Epa - Phi Taua - Sag Epa
Don't forget the brotherhood Sunday at 4:00
There wil be plenty of lood to entoy during the
loorbal games
PI KAPPA PHI ALPHA CHI OMEGA
The Brothers of PI Kappa Pm would ska to congratulate Kevin Retnhardt and Jennifer Coradn
on their recent tevakenhg
ALPHA CHI OMEGA Pf KAPPA PHI

SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA
urBecny.
Oh. I can't wait to be
united with you
The moment w« be oh ao
apaoa. itstrus
And wal be the beet Eag > Uttle
pair ever.
See you Monday night!
Your Bk) Loves you,
777?
SIGMA KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA
Sigma Kappa Lll' Llaa T. Sigma Kappa
Can't watt to atari a famey with youl Hope you
are excited for Monday1
Sigma Kappa Love, your bkj ? Sigma Kappa

PUMPKP4SALE
VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS WILL BE
HAVING THEM ANNUAL PUSH Ira I SALE ON
THORSOAY, OCTOSER 74 THE SALE WILL
RUN FROM 11:00 AM - 3:a« PM OIJTSIOt OF
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE. ALL
PWOCEErjSVJpASEOOkMTagTOCHaUlrrr.
REGOAE BANO AVAILABLE
THE ARK (fka ADOtS)
Cal 814-253-8887 or 352-7143

SOCCER SHOWDOWN!
INDIANA AT BQSU
THIS SUNOAY, 2 P M

Happy Two Yew Anniversary I
Love You. Carol

SpKs,
Haveagreet
Coming Out Day!"
Love You,
Pumkln

Join BQSU latino Club

SPfeNQBREAK SAJUNG BAHAMAS
48 ft Luxury YacraS
Groups of6
Seven Days Barefoot Saflng The Baharnea
As low aaS466 each including cebm (.meets
CALLANYTME
1-800-999 7246 (SAA)

■ lIUNsaVfOalajB, MeMesTIQ.
Tuea, Oct. 16; 8:30pm; BAA 1001
COME JOIN THE FUN!

Lets give them aomethlng to auk about .
Love. J -Z.S.

HOME FALCON VOLLEYBALL
TOOAY AMD TOIeORROW. 7 PJa.
FREE WITH STUOENT 1.0.

You guys we the moat AWESOME (array'
Love alwaysMaty
P S. Tare and Heather - Welcome to tha tergeet
tamey trees.
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU

PHIMU-LlflORI-PHIMU
LORI - I LOVE YOU LITTLE! YOU'RE THE
BESTI I HOPE I OONT FOOL YOU TOO
MUCH DURING BKKUL'I
LOVE. YOUR BIG MARI
PHI MU • SKI MAH - PHI MU

To al the memonee
Brtto. Sexy Rexy, Perv. Scam Talks. Shark
Those Dam re", MASH., taping snoree,
carrying loft down E Wooeter. yeeow party
house, those pearly wttttee. enowbal never
mumbled wonder triplets.

HAPPY NATIONAL COMPvQ OUT DAY.
O MAN-O-MaNE LOVE, YOUR SWEET BABOOl

PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU
Lite Dayna. Joyce and Jukaa
Kim. Amy and Tare

Sigma Kappa LH' Heidi Sigma Kappa
The big day la almost here
Big snd Uttle soon wel be.
Whan you find out exactly who I am
Remember, youl be dreaaed fust axe me.
I can't watt tj Monday
You're tha greatest!!'
Love. Your Bkj???

Happy 23rd Bnthday
EddyPuhsl

May everyone find a Mender* ao spectei
Juts, Krteee. Jenny

PETER ANOJtM
4 LONG YEARS ALREADY
PLUS TWO CATS
SOUEEKY AND PURRY
WERE ALREADY OUT

uma.'Grand Ul' Jane Hammond.
I'm ao happy that you're my UttkvGrand-LI'l
Now you're part of the bset famey twig ever!
Thie aemeetw a going to be da beer!
Love.
Kratan and Janet
PHIMUPHIMUPHIMUPHIMU

!

Gamma Phi Beta Gamme Phi Beta
- U AnnetteDon't you fret
with me aa your Big
youl never regret
Big and Uttte we wil be
forever friends in G-Phi-B'
Your Big Loves Youl

Oh my sweat Sigma Kappa UtBa
Kartym Odgers
The fun end excitement haa only begun and by
Monday our groovey farnty vrtl be complete so
get excited and you I find me aeon
Love your Bkj

Sigma Kappa Sigma Kappa
U'KARI
I am so sxcited to have you In the farray. You
we aweeome!! Any guesses???
Love Your Big 7?
Sigma Kappa Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa
• • UtltoColeen&xmsny • •
Only a few more days and you wa aee
Who your BIG * going to be'
I hope you are aa exerted aa I ami
Love.
Your Bkj?!
Sigma Kappa

G Phi B LI'Laura Guatwater Q Phi B
Gamma Phi Beta is our name.
Getting the beat little is my game
Her name la Laura and ehe'a the best.
What a great pledge, above the real.
The day wil soon come and you wll aae.
What a great big/ltae pair we can be.
Love,
Your Big

Nobody Knowa I'm Gay
Kan

Sigma Kappa - * Terri Victor
Tern Sue. don I be blue.
I have a tot ol surprises for you.
You're my title 8 I m your big,
Together lorever wel always tva
Love. Your Big 7 7 ?

SIGMA KAPPA • KIM FALKNER ■ SIGMA
KAPPA
Next Monday Night you wll be
s) wssning your haa*
b) painting your naile
c) raiding out out who your big kef
See youthen. Love your Bkj 77?

DZ - DZ Qratefuly Deadlcated DZ ■ DZ
Mate. Tony. Joe, Tim, Crslg. and Den
Saturday night will be a blast.
We'l rerae our cups to toast the pest
We'l sing some songs and dance al night.
And the lun wll teat til morning Ight.
What a long, strange trip it we-be
We ere glad you wa so
Qratefuly OeaoKated" to a DZ
Love. Your DZ Dates
Kit. Holy. Juss. Anita. Megan and Kim
DZ • OZ • DZ • DZ * DZ • DZ • DZ • DZ

NATIONAL COMtaO OUT OAY
TOGETHER IN PROE

SigKap* Amy Jo Rasper ■ Slg Kap
In less than one week, youl know who'a ferrety
* excited lor you to come be a part of it
Love Your Mysterious Big

DZDZOZDZDZ
Gratefully Deadlcated to
Uttle Kym Walts
I'm so excited to have you in my DZ lamltyl We'l
have a blast thai weekend at tha Quarry1 Get
psyched' DZ Love. Big Missy

DZ • DZ • DZ • DZ • DZ
ur Jen Whialer
I'm ao glad you're my
tittle We're going to make
a great paw1
DZ love and mine,
BlgLorl
DZ • DZ • DZ • DZ • DZ

Sigma Kappa • Paute ■ Sigma Kappa
On Monday you wl aee
How good ol fnends rag t Uttle can be
I can't waft to see you then.
So we can become so much mors than fnende
Love Your Bk) 77

Mtcheea - Thank you for Introducing me to al the
wonderful people In LAGA - and my significant
other"i Love vat Thereaa

SIGMA KAPPA ■ SIGMA KAPPA
U' JacklJonee
You and I are akeody trtende
A Inendshc that wil never end
By the end of the week you wH aae.
Who your Sigma Kappa Bkj wal be.
Luv your Big

DZ DZ UT Kristin DZ DZ
Ul, Kristin.
A mend forever that I have found.
For you are the beat Little around!
Aa we continue on the family trend.
Get excited tor a great weekend!
Drtnka, MT'a, cheesy gartc bread.
Arid Saturday night we win toast trie Deed I am
so peyched for thla year.
For you and I make the beat Big LH pair'
l love my little1
Big Mary

SUMMER FRESHMEN THANKS FOR YOUR
SUPPORT (CONTINUED) AND FPaEfeDSHSP:
A-MCH

USA DTXON - SIGMA KAPPA
Keep it together in the family
They're a reminder of our hlatory
Al Sigma Kay Sailers they hold they key
To your heart and your aoul
Don't forget thai your temfy la gold
ILuvmylllJaa'Bkl???

DZ DZ DZ DZ
My Big la Beet!
My Big la Beat'
In al the world
My Big le Beat!
Love. UJuaa
DZOZDZOZ

kie

Alpha Omteron PI • Alpha
Congrata to Kim Ratefook for being
Cabinet Member of tha Month!

HOME SOCCER SUNDAY 2PM
FALCONS VS. INDIANA
INDIANA 18 RANKED «2 W NATION

Happy NaeonW Coming Out Oay
Luv Yell
SEXUAL

OPPRESSION RACIAL OFF RESSfONANfMAL OPFRESStON^ARTH OPF«E88>ON
reOONEBFREE
WHEN OTHERS ARE OPPRESSED
LOVE YA LAGA ■ ANOREA

continued on p. 9

Colored Ink

Classified
The BG News
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continued from pg. 10
PHI SKI MA KAPPA
•X»NK.
Congratulations on making Top 10 tor Homeoommg King That 8 all you I knaw you could
00 it1 Good luck with the rest' Damn Proud'
Love. Amy
' • ' PHI SM3MA KAPPA "'

t knew you were from the first time I saw you!
J.ZS
KNOW YOURSELF DEEPLY
THINK YOUR OWN THOUGHTS
BE HONEST, REALLY. AND BE HAPPY.
YOUR ORIENTATION. YOUR IDENTITY. YOUR
SELF
La" Amy Martin - Who can I be?
Walt untl Monday, then you will se*
Which big sis » proud to have
you in her Slg Kap 'amity1

Mooee.
Your love and support ovar the past 4 months
has meant the world to ma. Thank you lor everything Happy National Coming Out Day1
Love.
Squirrel
Natasha- It you ware a man. Id marry you1
Love. Matthew
Nataaha.
Moo to the purple cows! Thanks for kstanlng
HappyNCO Day Susan R
SK3 KAP • AMY SCHULTZ • S*G KAP
LI Amy.
I'm so happy you are my little You're a wonderful addihon to our family Get excited for Monday.
Love,
Your Big?!
National Corning Out Day
Get psyched1
Lots of LAGA Love ■ Veeo

Phi Pel Phi Psi
Get psyched for
Freeze Frame'I
Love your Gamma Phi Coaches
Wendy. Val and Micheee
Ladies lor all you Mary Kay. Glamour, a skin
care needa. cal Pam. 352 491 5 anytime

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

The sisters of Alpha Phi congratulate their outstanding scholars of Spring 1991 Andrea
Beaudoin. Anne Crookahank. Maaaaa Greene.
Jennifer Jording. Maureen Kuehman, JuM Marino. Charlie Mararvafc, Sarah Smith, and Jenlffer
Burtertiow

ASAP-Roommate sM needed to sub is see 2
bedroom apartment cloee to campus Al uhttiee
paid except electric OWN ROOM
Cal
354 7074

TO MELISSA:

Wanted new 2 BR apt Need parson(s) to take
over lease for Spring Cal 352-4640.

JUST BECAUSE
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
Congratulations to Jean and Uz
Damn Proud1
Love, Veto
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
Think pmk. heow'
Happy National Coming Out Day. Jean'
Love. Katie D
To Heow
Happy National Coming Out Day
And all my love. Michelle
SK3EP
Brother* of the Week
AOTT Putt-Putt Team

PS. BE CRAZY
To Pumpkin". Jason. Amy. Janet and ALL my
roommates and friends from LAGA; I love you
HappyNCO Day'!
Love, Miguel
Ton our beautiful, gay daughter
Congratulations, we're proud of you!
Love. Mom and Tim
TIBS Saturday at Quarter's In Psrrysburg
Tom Gorman will be playing at 1030p.m.

UAO SWEETEST DAY ROSE SALE
Monday, Od 14 Wed Oct 18
Math Science ft Education Overhang
Thursday. Oct 17 In Union Foyer 10-4
Beautiful Rosas for Bargain Prices
1 for $1.00
A dozen for $10 00

SIGEP
Athletes of the Week
Tennis Team
Stu Knvitekin
Jay Han
TED DAVIS
Happy 23rd birthday to our favorite bass player'
Get ready for a great weekend'
Love. Loopey and the whole gang at Fox Run!
Thankx P. Thankx T, Thankx 0 for being supportive friends I love you' K Happy National
Coming Out OaylH
The sisters of Alpha Phi would ike to congratulate Cam* Null on her recent engagement to
Ronnie Dralse
Theta Chi AOTT Theta Chi AOTT
Jaymes. Kevin. Kirk and Jason.
Congratulations on putting your way to first
place You were great"
Love, your one and only coach,
Karen
Theta Chi AOTT Theta Chi AOTT

Female, nonsmoking roommate needed to sublease spring semester Cal Kim 352 5625

XO BK3 MTNDY XO
I fust wanted to let you know, you are the best
Big ever1 Not only have you Been my Big, but
also a very specks! friend Thanks for everything! I love you Mindy! The bond wil never be
broken!
All my love,
UTDawn
XO UL' MAGGIE XO
I'm so happy and proud lo be your Big We're
going to have an awesome year Never forget
how much I love you.
Chl-0 Love and aH of mine.
Big Dawn

•xo

XO*' Lii Rachel *
PSYCH
l hope you enjoyed your
week ft al your surprises
Welcome to the famayl
Love your Big, Jsn
Chi Omega

HELP WANTED
ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING for the Summer of 1992
Need a summer >ob? Don't watt tJ the last
mlnutsl Our campground. Yogi Bear's Jetystone Camp Resort, is looking for 2 creative,
outgoing persons to coordinate ft direct activities for s family camping resort Location: Aurora. Ohio, 5 miles from Sea World of Ohio and
Geauga Lake Pan* Experience preferred but
not a must Male or Female .Living facilities provided It interested sand resume to. Jeaystone
Camp Resort. 3392 SB. 62. Msnuta, Ohio
44255
Earn $2600 A Frss Trips Seeing Spring Break
Packages to Bahamas. Mexico. Jamaica, Florida' Bast Trips ft Prices! Spring Break Travel
1 600-636-6768
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUNfTY
I Men and Woman)
Ths Toledo Electrical Joint Apprenticeship and
Training Committee wi be accepting applications for apprenticeship from November 4,
1M1 through November 19, 1991 Appacatlone will be available st the Apprenticeship
Training Center. 803 Urns City Road. Ross
ford. Ohio (behind Local 8) on ths hour from
1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. If you are at least 18 years of ago, have
successluty completed one year of high school
algebra or a post high school algebra course,
have a high school diploma or GED and are in
good health, you qualify lo apply for said program YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON
Recruitment, selection, employment and training of apprentices is done without discrimination due to race religion, color, national origin
or sex

WANTED

NOW*
Cocktail wartrsssss.
bartenders, security.
Apply at JAX Club California
Greenwood Center. 1616 E. Wooeter
after 6 pm 364-7499
OVERSEAS JOBS S90O-20O0 mo Summer.
Yr round, al countries, si fields Frss Info
Write UC. PO Box 52-OH03, Corona Oaf Mar,
CA 92625
Part time help wanted, telemarketing in evenings In Perrysburg Possible eamtnga of
Sl0 00.hr
Cal after 5 00 pm
(419)
874-6662.

FOR SALE
14K Diamond Earrings - have certificates •
i $ 100 or best offer Bhsck vstvst drsss • airs 6
-S50 Cal 885-1316 ask tor Tnaha
1964 Honda Civic 1500S Good condition
Runagood Asking $1800 Cal 353-6456
83' Bulck LeSabre United Excellent condition.
air. cassette. Calf. car. Asking $2,200 Cal
Stephen 352-7228
Cleveland Browns 3 tickets to Stssfsrs gams.
Oct
27
Call Mr
Jacobson. days st
352-7537
For Sale Black 1964 Mazda RX7. Sunroof.
am/fm cassette $1 500 Call 352-6998
Mountain Bike 1991 Alp-iestars. Aluminum XT
20 5 Inches 21 speed XT eqmpsd O S It
weight skiminum frame Like new $1300 New,
muatsel$775 Ca« 4 I 9 536-0001
Tandy 1000S/L2 Computer, IBM compatible.
color monitor. 640K. 30 Meg hard drive,
modem, mouse, loads of software Al for
$995 Cal 419-841-4549

FOR RENT

Non-smoking female to share house 1 block
from campus
Quiet neighborhood. Washer/dryer on site Calev«ntngs352-1897.
Non-smoking roommate needed in 3 bdrm
house. Quiet neighborhood, washer/dryer.
rent negotiable 353-1729.
Roommate wanted for Spring semester Close
to campus Reasonable rates Cal Kim or Usa

at 354 6053
Short stones, essays, poetry needed for anthology Cal 2-3762 for info Ask for Steve
Bsrgdi
WANTED Leed singer/Rhythlm guitarist for
rock group-The Deep End. Experience helpful
Classic and modem rock and roU Cal Tad
354 6582 or Mark 353-1101.

Apartments Available
* 2 bedroom unfurnished
* 2 bedroom furnished
Call John Newtove Real Estate
364-2260 or stop by
319 E Wooeter
(across from Tsco Bel)
'offinW?5l7mo^eTue^r^fSoTtudent
Quist locstion
Non-smoker
Csll Tom
352-3329^

1-800-992-64 60
No credit or coaatorai needed

WffWm'ffttwf*VmV7T7ff++tt£d

Market research field Interviews needed
Receive pay while obtaining professional experience Cal Ross Jakubtak at 352-6115.

Help pay for tuition with part-time work Name
your own hours Distribute high-tech total fitness products 1-800 729 3664
ILosnsI
Al types of loans
Personal, business, etc.
Corns for frss consultation
with a loan officer today

11, 1991

Mate aublssssr needed tor Spring semaeeter
1992 Cal Pete at 352-7176.
Modem home in country. 2 bedroom. 2 baths,
sisc heat, wash/dry. Hook-up dishwasher,
drapes included
Csll after 6:00 pm
1-2572866

Production Assistant
Student Publications
Macintosh Exp /Portfolio Required
10-12 hrs./wk. plus some week-ends
For interview, contact Nancy
372-7418

Needed. 1 female to eubteaae apartment for
Spring Semester Aweseome apartment with
outside deck and Oouble car garage Cal soon
352-7500. Leave message

S10-S400/UP WEEKLY. Maieng Brochures!
Set Own Hours! RUSH Serf-Addressed Envelope:

Income.
1660 Lakeside. Suite 301 -CDE.
Riviera, AZ 86442

Sublease 1-bdrm, unfurn at University Court
Apis. Lease runs from Jan 1 to Jul 31 (Renewable!) at S360 a mo No deposit required. I wfl
pay depoeli and hook up charges tor: phone,
cable and electric Free heat and water Cal
353-8988. leave message

*

*#

%

BCSU HOMECOMING 1991
•

BLAST FROM THE PAST

•

BLAST FROM THE PAST

•

BLAST FROM THE PAST

•

BLAST FROM THE PAST
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(\ NIGHT fIT THE REC
Exploring The
Social Jungle Of The
Student Recreation Center
XXX
HER NIGHT
By Karen Koster

f

XXX

A

HIS NIGHT
By Glen Lubbert

«MP^
*M\vf

InsMor/Heother Dunoway
The weight machine area on
Freshman Psychology major Lynn Russ and freshman T-com major Mike Hachttl work trig up a sweat
the second level (you know, the
one that overlooks the aerobics
floor, the one that all the guys congregate on like so many birds on
a perch during aerobics?) was
definitely the epicenter of
socializing.

Basketball, swimming, aerobics, racquetball, and volleyball
are all well-known activities offered at the Student Recreation
Center. But those who don't frequent its falcon shaped walls
may not know about Its other
less-publicized activity — power
flirting.
Almost 1600 students walk
through the Rec Center doors
every day, and many have more
than worklngfOut on their minds.
1 wanted to explore this strange
meeting ritual Just a little closer.
So this past Tuesday evening, I
decided to venture Into the unknown realm of recreational
scoping.
My voyage began around 7
p.m. when the basketball courts
are bulging with athletes and the
gym floor Is ptiioatlng wish aerobic vibration*. The Hating
couldn't have been better.

■ See Hen, page 3.

■ See His. page 3.

The Student Recreation Center
Is the University's Mecca for
some vigorous workouts...and
some major socializing.
I made the trek to the Rec
Wednesday night to see Just how
much of each was going on, and
believe me. the trip was pretty
revealing.
Sure, on the surface the Rec
seems to showcase some serious
sweating, but looking deeper, I
saw a little more than Just aerobics and welghtllftlng. I saw
sweating and scoping.
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GETTING INSIDE YOUR WEEKEND

2

TIM INSIDER

Friday. October 11. issi

Underwear, bars, Socrates, and lust
I A NOT-SO-BANAL STORY
So he ale his pizza, staring
wide-eyed at his computer terminal. He was getting it together.
It was about time, after all.
Meanwhile, in Washington.
Clarence Thomas broke into a
cold sweat. Damn! he thought.
She had to go and open her big
female mouth. If only I made
good on my promise (what promise?).
In Plqua. Ohio, the locals got
ready for the annual undies fest.
People camped out for days to
stake claims on pairs of briefs
previously worn by Bob Hope,
Whoopl Goldberg. Phyllis Dlller
and others. Bizarre.
In London, England, the lucky
owner of Elvis Presley's first
guitar strummed a chord and
sang those lonesome blues like
only a rich Englishman could.
In Bowling Green, Ohio, a
bouncer at Howard's Club H
chased the now defunct Dean Insider across town. Insider had
been drinking underage and that
did It for the bouncer. The bouncer failed to catch him. however,
when Insider dropped a banana
peel and the bouncer slipped and
fell.
And In Tiffin, Ohio, Dennis
Robaugh lay In bed, recovering

from the past night's excesses at
Howard's Club H, reading The Insider, weeping.
11. EXHUMING MCCARTNEY

(AND ROONEY)

4 ^/>0

Z^ DeKatch
BY

Scott DBKatcn

ri

Dldja ever notice that
whenever anyone tries to sound
like the Beatles (Extreme), they
end up looking like Buffoons?
m. WHERE DOES IT GO?
I'm not exactly sure where it
leads. All I know Is that being
part of the Insider Is like being
part of a huge extended family
that reaches across the desolate
expanse of reality, grabs a hold
of your soul and tears It to Ittybltty pieces.
(What a neat little euphemism.)
Back to the real Issue.

(What real Issue?)
I don't know, you'll have to
give me time to figure that one
out. I'm a columnist, not a philosopher.
IV. SOCRATES AND THE
AMERICAN MIND
The great, wise, all-knowing
Greek philosopher. Socrates
(pronounced phonetically, of
course) once said, "The true philosopher makes dying his profession." What this means Is beyond
me. but It seems like an Interesting thing to write about.
Socrates was put to death because he believed In questioning
certain aspects of the status quo.
Why do I bring this up? Because
the Western World In 1991 Is not
much different from Athens In
500 B.C. Because there are still
no absolutes In a world that worships a monetary god that laughs
as It flogs us green slaves with a
government-authorized cat-onlne tails.
V.WHIPPING THE HORSE'S
EYES
Everywhere I look, people are
cutting each other to the ground.
Love hides, afraid to surface In a
world of hate. It's not too late.
Maybelllne addicts smear their
faces, negating their natural
beauty for some prefabricated,

media-assigned definition of
beauty. Please, ladles, give It a
break!
VI. WHY CAN'T I WORK IN
SHOP?
If you were In my position. MY
Job. and you saw what I saw. you
would understand why I am a
horny, filthy columnist. But until
the day that the greater powers
that be keep me out of the position that I NEED to fulfill my erotic fantasies, I will be the same
no-good pervert that I so love to
be, Sam, I Am.
VII. LIFE IS A BIG, SEEDY BAG
OF POT.
Yes, my friends, life Is little
more than a hit of 16-hour. lowgrade LSD. This is not so bad
when you realize that the only
other alternative Is death. I
DON'T WANNA DIE! I DON'T
WANNA DIE!
Until then, let's live a little (or a
lot). After all, we only live
once...we think.
Scott DeKatch would like to
thank James "The Prophet from
Copyedl" Smith for his warped
Insight Into this week's column.
C'mon Frank. Give 'lm a Job'.
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We've got guys. We've got gals.
We've got hot water. But we ain't
got no space! Karen Koster and
Glen Lubbert exercise their Investigative talents as they observe YOU and your physical and
social use of the Rec Center.
Check out the cover and what's
under it on page 3.
Elsewhere (which isn't a hell of
a lot In this midget edition), Matt
Schroder wraps up baseball's
regular season with high hopes
for the Tribe on page 4. Mike
Hackney shows he's got the beat
also on page 4 with a preview of
a photo display by famed beat
poet Allen Ginsberg. And since
It's Frank's off-week. Scott DeKatch gets to share his frustrations, fears and flat-out lusts with
our "Innocent" reading audience
on page 2.
Now about this space issue...
We're squeezed, we're squished and we're struggling to
breathe In this financially enforced cage. We've been Informed
that the coffers of BG's merchants
are drying up (something about a
recession). We're stlckln' to the
belief that the world can always
afford cultural enlightenment. Or
at least a cheap thrill.
Send In those checks today!
The Editors.

TIM
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QUICK

by Motrella Raleigh
Stotl writer

lntld«r/Heolhe' Dunowoy
Freshman Business Administration major Jennifer Haneberg and freshmaA
Architecture major Brian Petrone Involved In the fine art of conversation.

His...
The basketball courts seemed like the logical place to start my observations because there are always people waiting to play and aerobics are right next door. This assumption turned out to be fruitful
since many guys were eager to offer their opinion on this subject.
Freshman fine arts major Michael Thomas goes to the Rec about
four days every week to play basketball and lift weights. He says that
guys only come to work out and aren't distracted by the opposite sex.
However, his friend freshman Mark Ray told me a different story.
"I agree that Hike Is serious about playing basketball," Ray said.
"But I've seen him looking at the women."
"When I go to the Rec, I watch the women doing aerobics from
above with about 20 other guys," Ray said. "It seems like the thing to
do because the girls who go to the Rec have well-toned bodies."
Sophomore business major Hark Fisher agreed with that theory.
"In between basketball games, I like to watch the women doing
aerobics," Fisher said. "In fact, I've even turned down games so I can
watch the good-looking girls."
However, freshman Tim Fether says that the Rec Is not the place to
pick-up women.
"It's weak to pick up the girls there." Fether said. "If you watch the
girls doing aerobics, they know you're a pervert, and that turns them
off. I notice that they are there, but they're not my objective. I go to
play basketball."

"In between basketball games, I like
to watch the women doing aerobics.
In fact, I've even turned down
games so I can watch the
good-looking girls."
-Mark Fisher,
Sophomore Business Major
With this In mind. I figured I should head up to the weight deck myself. Unfortunatly all the men I talked to said they were not at the Rec
to pick up women and were completely enthralled In lifting.
"Everyone here Is very business-minded," freshman Chaka Clemens said. "They all seem real focused on lifting."
However as I walked away from the weights, I couldn't help but notice a group of guys looking down at the women finishing up their
aerobics. I was now confused as to what was actually going on.
Looking for more answers, I headed downstairs to where sophomore Greg Gumban was practicing karate.
"I like to come to the Rec to watch aerobics," Gumban said. "Also
on Honday. Wednesday, and Friday, I like to watch the cheerleaders
workout."
No matter what anyone was saying. I knew there was definitely
something going on here. My suspicions were satisfied after I talked
with some of the Rec Center employees. Even though they were supposed to promote the physical aspects of the Rec. a few employees
admitted that it can become a real social hangout.
I realized as I left that night that the next time I saw someone heading to the Rec. I'd have to wonder about their intentions.
Glen Lubbert, a sophomore Journalism major from Mars. Pennsylvania, It assistant sports editor o/The BG News. His "Babts" column
narrowly lost to Scott DeKatch s "DtKatch Me If You Can" In the race
/brlnsider column space. This article Is his way of getting even.

The University's Student
Recreation Center opened
its doors in January of 1979
and has been a stomping
ground of athletic buffs,
social bees and regular Joe
and Jane Students ever
since.
High attendence numbers
reflect a concern by University students about health
and fitness.
In April 1991, 29.728
students used the SRC, according to director Ron
Zwlerleln. Wednesdays
were the most popular days
with a 1,439 average and
Sundays were the lowest
with an attendence of 487
students.
"They always dip off on
the weekends." he said.
Another Important factor
In SRC attendence Is the
time of year. For obvious
reasons, more students visit
the Rec during the winter
months.
"If It's really sunny, hot
and nice, people are going
to be outside," Zwlerleln
said.
He compared the April
statistics with those of February 1991 when 45,191
students visited the facilities.
Zwlerleln said the SRC Is
one of the best In the state
and It Is an important recruiting factor for the University.
"We're still considered a
model that a lot of Institutions call on," he said. "81
percent of the freshman
class said that their third
most popular reason for attending Bowling Green
State University was the
Student Recreation Center,"
he said.
Zwlerleln cited aerobics
as the most popular rec
center activity with racquetball, basketball and the
indoor track in the top. as
well.

EDITORS NOTE. Few
things In life are fair. In an
effort to balance out this unfortunate truth we decided
to let a representative of
each gender take a crack at
Investigating the soclosexual aspects of the Student
Recreation Center. Surprisingly, they both came to
about the same conclusions.
Hormones Is hormones.

3

Hers...
Uembers of both sexes were working out vigorously. But of course,
there's always an exception to the rule. Take for Instance, the sweatless 90-pound girl wearing spandex and ten pounds of gold Jewelry
with the eight-foot hair who came bounding up the stairs screaming
"BIIILLL! How are you? I waited for you at dinner but you never
showed up!" 20 minutes later, they left together. One big point for
scoping.
Next I stood on the upstairs track, looking down at the basketball
wars taking place beneath. Definite sweat. Definite point.
The Rec's lone pool table Is located In an obscure, dimly lit area between the Nautilus machines. Why do they have a pool table at the
Rec? The whole time I was there It wasn't used except for one guy
leaning up against It. But the staff assured me that people actually do
play pool at the Rec. We'll give scoping a half a point.
Later I decided to venture into the small weights area where I
thought I'd see some serious leg lifts. Yup, I was right. Another one
for sweat.

Sure, on the surface the Rec
seems to showcase some
serious sweating, but looking
deeper, I saw a little more than
just aerobics and weightlifting. I
saw sweating and scoping.
I spied a group of students sitting on the floor In the aerobics area
looking at pictures. It turned out they were members of Phi Beta Lambda business fraternity waiting for the rest of their team to play wallyball. Their slogan was "Wallyball at 9, Uptown at 11:15." Sounds
good to me. Chalk one up to scoping.
The hot tub was closed, but I know what hot water can do. Scoping
would have definitely gotten at least a half a point.
Hy final conclusion was that scoping won by a 3:2 ratio over
sweat. But let's ask the experts and see how my research fares with
those In the know.
"About 20 percent of the students come here to socialize," Doug
Pearch. SRC manager said. "(The amount of socializing) has definitely
dropped over the years."
"People come here to work out and people come here to have fun.
It's a good place to hang out." added Lee Ann Werner, SRC manager.
What it comes down to is the rec Is good place to go to "work that
body" and potentially meet that special guy /gal. after all, this is college, wear* here to become well-rounded.
Karen Koster, a senior Magazine Journalism major from Hudson.
Ohio, Is a contributing writer for The Insider. She went to hell and
back for this story. No kidding.

Possible scope action?

Insld«f/Hea»her Dunoway
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TURN IT AROUND
Revitalized Braves & Twins give hope to long-suffering Tribe fans
by Matt Schroder
BG News sports editor

place In their respective divisions
a year ago. only to find themselves In the thick of a league
championship series.

So much for five-year plans,
youth movements, and rebuilding years.
For major league baseball
teams, these terms may never be
seen or heard from again. The Atlanta Braves and Minnesota
Twins are living proof of that.

Hooray for the underdogs!
Let Tommy Lasorda whine
about how the whole world was
against him — he's probably
right. For no logical reason,
sports fans love to root against
teams that are consistently successful.

Both teams finished In last

CINEMARK THEATRE'S

Monday thru Friday shows start at 5 p r
Saturday and Sunday (ul schedule
SHATTERED R 1:00, 2:55, 5:00. 7:05. > 10 Tom
Berenje. Boo Hostm
FISHERKINGR 1:05,3:50.7:00,9:40
Robin Wilfcams. Jett Bridges
NECESSARY ROUGtMESS F-G-ll

1:00.1:05. S'0.7 IS.

r.N Scott BaKiAlSrtad •*
TW SUPER R 110.110 SIS. 110. Ir»
Joe Peso t#
EARNEST SCARED STUPI0 PC 1:15,1:1a. 5*5,7*0, Ml
J<* Vamey t •

It's Impossible to hate teams
that always lose. No one hates
the Cubs. Indians, Mariners, or
Astros. People simply laugh and
take pity on you If you're a follower of a losing club.
But true fans of the Mets. Dodgers. A's, or Yankees, try to stand
up for their team and get one of
two responses: 'I hate those
guys.' or 'The only thing I hate
more than that team Is a bandwagon fan.'
If legitimate fans of highprofile, winning teams like that
don't like that type of abuse,
that's too bad.
And If you still don't like It. try
cheering for the Geveland In-

dians for a few years. The wheels
feUofT their bandwagon In 1954.
To put this season's playoffs In
perspective, picture the Tribe
battling the Astros next year for
the title. That's about the equivalent of the Twins taking on the
Braves In a couple weeks.
They'd call It the Battle of the
Fans. The Homer Hankey vs. The
Tomahawk.
If the Braves and Twins make
It to the Fall Classic, maybe the
fans should meet each other In a
St. Louis bar and play a few
rounds of Rock-Scissors-Paper.
In that case, scissors (Tomahawk) would cut paper (Hankey)
— thus giving the Braves the
edge In the World Series.
Instead of giving obligatory
predictions on the Cy Young and
MVP awards, here Is the AllUnderrated team (or the All-Sports Doctor team). These guys
could challenge any team picked
by the fans.
IB — Rafael Palmeiro; 2B —
Jody Reed: SS — Byron Larkln;
3B — Gregg Jeffries; C — Brian
Harper; OF — Albert Belle, Felix
Jose. Ruben Sierra; SP — Jack
McDowell; RP — Brian Harvey.

J

After a brisk morning Jog, enjoy a copy of The BG News

by LI Norton
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COMICS • GAMES • BOOKS
126 W. Wooster St.
3SS-SSM
Open: Monday thru Saturday 12-6

Ginsberg pics
bring 'beat'
to Cleveland
by Mike, Hacknejy
corf: buting writer

The Cleveland Institute of Contempory Art, 8501 Carnegie
Road will honor a literary giant
from our near-past tonight at
7:30.
Allen Ginsberg, a famous poet
who emerged during the height
of the 60s beat movement, will
be In Cleveland promoting his
most recent photo-exlbltlon entitled "American Darma."
The presentation will Include a
book signing as well as a reading
and will cost S 5 at the door. The
Institute Is also hosting an openhouse at 6:30 which Is to be done
In a style representative of the
"beat" clubs which opened In the
mld-60s.
Douglas Zullo of the Institute's
Public Relations office described

it as "a bunch of people sitting
around drinking coffee and talking about poetry."
The photo exlbltlon Itself
centers on several photos of various Zen and Buddhist leaders
and will be open to the public until November 15th.
"We expect a large turnout for
Ginsberg," Zullo said. "Allen
Ginsberg is such a large name in
American Literature that It will
be hard for anyone to turn down
an opportunity like this."

...■
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TMMSBH

T¥ USTIH6S:
October 14, Ml
October 20, Ml
DAYTIME MORNING OCTOBER 14, 1991 - OCTOBER 20, 1991
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00

O

o

CD
CD

m
m

SD
CD
SD

Nightwatch

News

SignOtl Cont'd
Home Shopping Spree

CBS News

AgDay
Sign-Oil Cont'd

CD
CD

m
m
co

Family Feud

Wok With Yan

Any Grows

This Morning g

Jenny Jones

Design. W.

NBC News

Todayg

Donahueq

Sally Jessy Raphael

ABC News

Good Morning America g

Mr. Dressup Sesame St.
Family Feud

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming
Instructional Programming

Price
One on One

Live -- Regis & Kathie Lee Geraldo

Homestretch Business

11:00
Price

Home

Homestretch Station

Sesame Street g

Tiny Toon

Chip-Dale

Highway to Heaven g

700 Club

News

Casper

Muppets

Video Power Gl Joe

DuckTales g Peter Pan

Bewitched

New Beaver

Happy Days

Laverne

3s Co

Getting Fit

In Motion

Up Close

SportsCtr.

SportsCtr.

Training

Bodyshape

SportsCtr

SportsCtr

Getting Fit

Varied

Movie

Short Film

Movie

Price

News

Sesame St.

Midday

Price

News Q

Cover

News

Home Cont'd

1:00

1:30

Young and the Restless

Bold, Bea

Country Practice
Young and the Restless

Bullwinkle

SportsCtr.

DuckTales g Robert Ttlton

SportsCtr

Movie

Bold. Bea

2:00

2:30

As the Work) Turns
Varied

High Road

3:00

3:30

4:00

Guiding Light

Geraldo

4:30
Danger Bay

Varied
Oprah Winlrey

Golden Girls Cosby Show
ALFg

Cheers g

UMrYH

News

Days of Our Lives g

Another World

Santa Barbara

Gro. Pains

One Lite to Live

General Hospital

Chuck Woolery

Instructional Programming

€0

700 Club

K. Copeland

SD

Webster

Jenersons g 1 Love Lucy

Instructional Programming

Andy Griffith

ESPN Jake

In Motion

Varied Programs

TMC

Movie

Varied

Bodyshape

Varied
Movie

Bewitched

[jeannie
B Hillbillies

Video Hits

Upstairs. Downstairs
Guiding Light

All My Children

Instructional

5:30

At the Work) Turns

Closer Look

Varied

5:00
Donahue

Loving Q

Instructional

vtovie

10:30

Design w.

G.I. Joe

DAYTIME AFTERNOON
11:30
12:00
12:30

o

| 10:00

Melodies

Movie Cont'd

TMC Movie Cont'd

O

9:30

CBC News

Sign-on Cont'd

ESPN Varied

9:00

Sally Jessy Raphael

News g

Sign-Olt Cont'd

H'mooner

8:30

This Morning Q

Sesame Street g

Head Clss

Mr Rogers

Animals

Sesame Street g

Talkabout

Sandiego

Sq. 1 TV

Mr Rogers

Sq. 1 TV

Laverne

Peter Pan

Bond Jr.

Tale Spin g

Beetlejuice

Darkwing

Nmja Turtles Gilligan

Saved-Betl

Chipmunks

Menace

Tale Spin g

Beetlejuice

Tiny Toon

Gro. Pains

Gro. Pains

Trucks

Varied

Global Wrestl
Movie

Varied

Movie

The

COPY SHOP
• Hair Design • Perms • Hair Coloring & Highlighting • Manicures & Pedicures •
Sculptured & Fiberglass Nails • Makeup Analysis, Demonstrations & Application •
• Facials • Body Massages • Eyebrow, Lip, Leg & Bikini Waxing •
• Eyelash & Eyebrow Tinting •

$14.00 in FREE HAIR CARE PRODUCTS
with this coupon
Valid (or first time customers. Receive products specifically chosen
for your hair type at the time of your appointment.

Expires: October 25. 1991

352-4101

181 S. Main St.

352-4143

117 East Court St.

B.G.

352-4068

inora ihntijasi copies!
Get the BEST PRICE - Call Us
Copying • Printing • Typesetting
Screen Printing • Word
Processing • Trophies • Plaques
• Certificates

•

•

TMMUMR

Friday. October 11.1911

MONDAY EVENING

o
o

6:00

|

6:30

Nam
CBCNews

OCTOBER 14, 1991
7:00

7:30

8:00

10:01)

10:30

8:30

9:00

9:30

CBS News

Can Be told Shade

•.laor Dad

Murphy B

Design W

Northern Exposure

Newsmag

Mom PI

[Design W

|Northem Exposure

Rockies

Northwood

Night Heat

CD
19

News

CBS News

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy'

Bha*

Mdjoi Dad

Murphy B

News

NBC NfM

Ent Tonight

Cur Allan

Fresh Prince Blossom

Woman Named Jackie

a)

Love Con

ABC News

M-A'S'H

Family Feud

MacOyver

NFL Football: New York Giants at Pittsburgh Steelers

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Childhood

American Experience
American Experience

®
©

Readng

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

Childhood

Boss'

Mama

Warned

Night Court

Movie: "First Monday in October

Boss'

Family Ties

Married

OoMai 0 M Movie

Up Close

SportsCtr

ESPN Sports
IMC

Care Bears Movie II

Movie

NFL

o
o
e
9

News
CBCNews

NFLMon

SchaapTalk Olympiad

Catch Me il You Can

Movie

CBS News

Can Be Told Rescue 911

Newsmag

On Road

8:30

CBS Ne*s

Wh fortune Jeopardy1

Rescue 911

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur Allan

1 n Fry Away

Family Feud

Full House

Market PI.

ABC News

M'A'S'H

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

ea

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Boss?

Mama

Marred

GD

Boss'

Family Ties

Married

NHL Hockey Edmonton Oilers at Detroit Red Wings

Up Close

SportsCtr

Speed

TUC

Movie

The

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00

6:30

Home Imp

Roseanne

Nova

Frontline

Sandiego

Nova

Frontline

Night Court

Movie: "Falling in Love"

orbidden Dance

SCTV

Secret Agent

News

Sweating Bullets

News

Tonight Show

EMEndm

Diana: A Celebration

| Arsenio HaH

Served

Mystery!

M»med

Night Court

Mama

News

Married

M-A-S-M

Huntei

America's Cup 92

Jet S«nng
Movie:

10:00

9:30

10:30

[Man Alive

SportsCentei

11:00

Hometront

Nighl Court

Mama

News

Married

M'A-S'H

Hunter

Auto Racing: NASCAR All Pro 400

Drag Racing: NHRA

Movie

Movie

Timber

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

10:00

9:30

10:30

11:00

11:30

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur Atlair

Unsolved Mysteries

Night Court

BDnMO

Quantum Leap

News

Love Con

ABC New.

M"A-S"H

Family Feud

Dinosaurs

OoogwH

Sibs

Anything

Arsenio Hall

Computers

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

Metropolitan Opera Presents

Boss?

Mama

Married

Night Court

Night Court

Buss'

Family Ties

Married.

Golden Girls Pistons

Up Close

SportsCtr

Baseball

CBS News

Can Be Told Royal Family Major League Baseball Playofls: ALCS Game 7 - Blue Jays at Twins News

Newsmag

Place

Rocky"

Worth
Watching

best

Killer

OCTOBER 16,1991

©

The

Get Smart

Hawaiian

SportsCentei
Movie

Basket Case 2

Royal Family IMafor League Baseball Playofls: ALCS Game 7 - Blue Jays al Twins News

Movie

Into Night

Masterpiece Theatre

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

THC

JNightline

Married

CBS News

ESPN Inside PGA

Shopping

Star Trek Next Gener

News

©
&
68
©

Special Squad

Sense ol Sixties

EastEnders

CBCNews

m

SCTV

12:30

Tonight Show

o
o
o

News

Arsenio Hall

Exile

C Everett Koop M D

Dirty Dancng

12:00

Taxi

Arsenio Hall
Journal

NFL Great

11:30

News

Coach

Gel Smart

Dragonard'

CBC New,

Journal

12:30

Shopp r.g

Cosmos

Woman Named Jackie

Love Con

ESPN Running

CBC New.

Maior League Baseball Playofls ALCS Game 6 - Blue Jays at Twins News

Computers

12:00
Arsenio Hall

Major League Baseball Playofls ALCS Game 6 -- Blue Jays at Twins News

5th estate

News

9:00

11:30
Tan

Bt* rrefc NextGener

Arachnophobta

m

©

C Everett Keep. M.D.

Firewaiker

TUESDAY EVENING
OCTOBER 15,1991
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00

O

| Journal

11:00
News

Race (or the Bomb

Iwonder Y.

Nature ol Things

CBCNews

Journal

loood * Emt

12:00

Taxi

Arsenio Hall

SCTV

Secret Agent

Scene ol the Crime

Nightlme
Journal

Into Night

Frontline

Nova

NBA Preieeion BartetbeB Detroit Pistons vs. Houston Rockets

Married

Night Court

Mama

NBA Preseason Basketball Detroit Pistons vs Houston Rockets

News

Married

Hunler

LPBT Bowling: Delaware Open

Billiards U.S. Open

Movie

Movie

| Bodybuilding: Jr. Nationals SportsCtr.
Movie

Steel and Lace

PIZZA OR PASTA SHOP

in

Shopping

Tonight Show

Metropolitan Opera Presents

Making Mi Right

12:30

Gat Smart

Auto Racing Airto Racing

Malone

,»ttOlftPE*C0E*Cft„

*

•

entertainment
and information
is on your public
station,Channel
listings for this

CHICKEN OR
VEGETABLE PIZZA

week's programs.

Pick-up or Delivery Only

27. Check the

WBGU
TV27

Free 4 Pack of RC or any other
Pop with any size PIZZA
Expires 10-30-91

Imports

hVc.onfc Tape*
[~

• \

Postcards

( omp.t< t Dis* %

Local Music\^jS; f^ve^hirts
Videos»/

$1.00 off
w/this AD

Stickers
V>
.

x

$6.00 or more. No limit!'
E.piros 10 17 91
Sole, special order consignment it trades excluded

The
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THURSDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o

6:30

News

OCTOBER 17,1991

7:00

7:30

Newsmag

Front Page

Adnenne Clarkson

CBS News

Wh Fortune

Jeopardy1

Top Cops

News

NBC NtM

Ent Tonight

Cur Affair

Cosby Show Oil World

ADC News

M-VS-H

Family Feud

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Love Con.

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

SanOiego

Boss'

Mama

Married

Night Court

Boss?

Family Ties

ESPN

Thbreds

Up Close

me

10:30

11:00

[cODCO

Kids in Ihe Hall

News
Journal

Major League Baseball Playoffs NLCS Game Seven
Cheers

Wings

LA Law

FBI-Story

Detective

12:00

11:30

Arsenio Hall

CBCNews

SCTV

Special Squad

News

Fly by Night

News

Tonight Show

Shopping

Arsemo Hall
Art Beat

Chrome Dreams

Thursday Night

Mystery'

Room Hood-Last Arrow

Served''

Thursday Night

Simpsons

Drue!

Beverly Hills. 90210

Star Trek: Next Gener

Married..

Night Court

Mama

Married

Golden Girls Simpsons

Otexell

Beverly Hills. 90210

News

Married

M-A'S'H

Hunter

SponsCtr

SpeedWeek

NFL Great

SportsCenter

Pros & Cons
Wild Am

| Art Beat

Motorcycle Racing
Movie:

Boxing: Tony Martin vs Anthony Stephens

Rainbow Drive"

OCTOBER 18,1991
7:00
7:30
8:00

Movie: "Casualties ol War

9:00 I 9:30

8:30

CBS News

Can Be Told Princesses

Newsmag

Mai Gkck

Brooklyn

Rumpoto of the Bailey

Street Legal

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy!

Princesses

Palace Guard

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur. Affair

Mattock

Love Con.

ABC Nowr.

M-A-S'H

Family Feud

Family

Computers

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Boss?

Mama

Married...

Boss'

Family Ties

ESPN

Motoworld

THC

Dead Poets

Brooklyn

11:00

10:30

Into Night

Get Smart

Motorcycles

Everybody Wins

11:30

12:00

12:30

News

Taw

CM NMM

Good Rodun' Tonrte

Naming

News

Dark Justice

Shopping

Reasonable Doubts

News

Tonight Show

20/20

Arsenio Hal

Palace Guard

News

|Nighttne

Movie

10:00

12:30

Taxi

Primeltme Live

CD
CD
CD
©
CD
CD
CD

Journal

Arsenio Hall

Strangers

Baby Talk

w,---fi Waafe WalSt

Business

Adam Smith Doctor Who

McLaughlin

Wash. Week Waist

Greet Performances

American Masters

Served'

Frantl-r --

Night Court

America's Most Wanted

UFO Report Sightings

Star Trek Next Gener

Married.

Night Court

Mama

Married

Golden Girls America's Most Wanted

UFO Report Sightings

News

Married

M'A'S'H

Huntei

Up Close

SporlsCtr

Series Spec

Gymnastics: World Champ - Women s Finals

Horse Rac

SporlsCtr

Americas Horse

Short Film

Movie: "Uncommon Valor

Movie: "Crocodile Dundee

Movie

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
Future

10:00

Btapi ci M Motto

FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
C8CNews

9:30

Mystery'

Movie "SHe's Out of Control''

News

9:00

Major League Baseball Playoffs: NLCS Game Seven

News

CBCNews

Computers

o
o

8:30

Can Be Told Top Cops

CD
CD
ffi
©
©
CD
CD

e
o

8:00

CBS News

11:30
Waldo

Sesame Street

12:00

Step by S.

NFL s Greatest Moments

|r*ghtkne

In Concert

Mystery'

Get Smart

Arachnophobia

OCTOBER 19,1991
12:30

1:00

Riders

Game Pro

Earth Jrnl

Mov*:

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

Homeworks

Disability

Gardener

Fish'n

Riders

Storybreak

Newsmakers Showcase

Telecast

Movie

Sat Videos

School Quiz

Great Expectations

Adam-12

Pro Beach Volleyball

The rermmator"

3:30

4:30

4:00
Lazervision

Telecast

5:00

5:30

To Be Announced

Driver's Seat CFL Football Hamilton Tiger-Cats at Winnipeg Blue Bombers

KaM J MM

CD
CD
CD
€B
0D
ED
ED

Bugs Bunny & Tweety

College Football: Teams to Be Announced

Cooking

Cooking

Ciao Italia

Garden

Gourmet

Old House

Workshop

Hometime

Woodwnght

Scl Model

Austin City Limits

Classic Car

Fred Trosl

MotorWeek

Streamside

Old House

Garden

Woodwnght

Hometime

Gourmet

Cotoctori

Gourmet

Telecast

Beauty and the Beast

Baywatch

am

Outdoors

College Gameday

Auto Racing CART

Senior PGA Golf

TMC

No Holds

Movie

Future

Waldo

Saved Bell

Saved Bell

WWF wiestii ig
Movie

High Noon. Part II The Return ol Will Kane

International Basketball: McDonald s Open
College Football Teams to Be Announced

College Footbal North Carolina at Virginia

The three Wishes ol Billy Gner

Immediate Family

Kingdom

Magnum, PI.

Litestytes-Rich

Star Search

Movie

The Natural"

College Football: Big Ten Conference Game
JMovie:

[Alexander

Movie

Herbal

SO Model

[Emergency

Scorebrd

Pare tbood

Lonesome Pine Special

Fear

-*>y£ww

[ft EASYSTREET $

#

^JoS PIZZA STORE

104 S. Main St. <f7s58$yY> ^^ 353-0988

Blttzon

• Make your own pizzas & me
• We have the fmojt tfkjre^iontj
• Throw a pizza party

~7—

Friday & Saturday

Saturday: College Football
* Ohio Stole vs. Illinois *
Enjoy football on our 10 ft. TV screen.

352-1693

Located Behind the
State Lquor Store and
Next to Kroger's

7

8

TH INSIDER

Friday. OcloDtr 11.1B91

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
CBS News
Big Chuck
O News

o
CD
CD

a»
m
60
S3
0D

ESPN

IMC

CBC News

7:30
WKRP

8:110

8:00

CD
IB

w
m
ED
©

9:30

1 10:00 1 10:30

11:00
News

Real Fishing Don Cherry

NHL Hockey Toronto Maple Leals at Winnipeg Jets

CBS News

Wh Fortune Cash Exp

World Series Baseball Game One

News

NBC News

Entertainment Tonight

Golden Girls Torkelsons

Empty Nest 1 Nurses

Collpqp Football

American Gladiators

Boss'

Movie

Club

Newlons

Lawrence Welk Show

Greal Performances

European

Tony Brown Lawrence Welk Show

Gro Pains

|Lonesome Pine Special

Movie:

12:00

12:30

Country Beat

News

Star Search

News

Saturday Night Live

Aisemo Hal

Who's Thai Girl'

Strange Monster ol Slrawberry Cove

11:30

Movie "Rich Kids'
CBC News

Sisters

American Masters

Earth

Air Power

the 13th Series

[FH

Austin City Limits

The Seventh Dawn

Movie: 'Stardust Memories

Grudge Match

Emergency

Missing

Cops

Cops

Beverly Hills. 90210

Comic Stnp Lrve

Sluntmasters

Super Force [Lightning

Sluntmasters

Star Trek Next Gener

Cops

Cops

Beverly Hills. 90210

News

Star Trek

American Gladiators

Si Golf

SporlsClr

V Hi Ids Barred

Scorebrd

Corll d Movie

Coronation

Best Vears

Meeting Place

Real Estate

Coaches

Coaches
In America

1:30

2:00

Movie.

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

Tampa Bay Buccaneers at New Orleans Saints

Auto Racing: Formula One

The New Kids

4:30

5:00

5:30

NFL Footbal: Rama at Raiders

CFL Footbal: Calgary Stampeders at Toronto Argos

Sports Weekend

NFL Footbal Minnesota Vikings al New England Patriots

NFL Football Detroit Lions at San Francisco 49ers

Air Power
David Brinkley

Tony Brown

Colores'

Firing Line

Degrassi

Club

One on One Adam Smith

Quantum

Wrreless TV

Browns

NFL Lrve

Movie "They Live"

Close-Up

Business

Business

Great Performances
Movie

To Be Announced

Laservision

Movie

Maxine Hong Kingston

Market

Movie: "Chisum

ESPN

Reporters

NFL Gameday

Horse Racing Int 1 Stakes

Grizzly Adams

NFL Footbal: Browns at Chargers

Candleshoe'

WKRP

Editors
Previews

Movie:

Star Trek Next Gener

|MOV*

Home Again [Beauty II

The HaMuiah Trail

' Halloween Wrth the Addams FanvJy

American Gladiators

c ni

The Dead Zune

NFL Today

New Day

Here Comes Mi Jordan

SporlsClr

Football Scoreboard
Movie

Larry Jones

|SportaCtr.

Pistons

| College Football: Teams to Be Announced

The Package

GD
TMC

|

News

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
OCTOBER 20,1991
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
(ace Nation In America
NFL Today
NFL Football
O AIDS

o

9:1)0

Work) Series Baseball Game One

The Pnvate Navy ol Sol O 'Fan-el"

National Geographic

Lawrence Welk Show

Doctor Is In

Superboy
Family T»es

Boss'

Auto Racing IMSA Camel GT Grand Pru
[Movie

Images

Harry-Hendr. Tarzan

Charles

[Movie "Jet Pilot"

Always

| Memories

One on One [McLaughlin

Sr Shootout Senior PGA Goll: Transamerica

"The Uninvited

Movie: "Heart Condition"

SUNDAY EVENING

o
O
CD
CD
6D
©
60
€S
CD
ESPN

6:00

6:30

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

NFL Football

60 Minutes

World Series Baseball Game Two

Bonanza

Family Hour

Movie:

NFL Football

60 Minutes

World Senes Baseball: Game Two

NFL Football

MarkBri

9:30

10:00

The Outside Chance ol Maximilian Click"

10:30

11:00

Venture

11:30

News

Siskel

CBC News

Capital City

News

Movie:

12:00

12:30

Arsenio Hall

Pnme Suspect

Man-People

Pacitic St

Movie

1 SMI Dream ol Jeanme

News

Sports

Roggins

Justice

Lite Goes On

Videos

Funniest

Movie:

Dynasty The Reuruon

Editors

WKRP

Videos

Siskel

Lawrence Welk Show

Creatures Greal s Small

Nature

Ideas

Piglet Files

Sign-Ofl

Nat Cole

Austin City Limits

Nature

No. Hon.

ABC News

emergency

Quality

Masterpiece Theatre

Masterpiece Theatre

Mrs. Noah

True Colors

Parker L

In Color

Roc

Married.

H Head

Sunday Comics

Star Trek

Golden Girls Gro Pains

True Colors

Parker L

In Color

Roc

Married..

H Head

News

M-A'S-H

Senior PGA Goll

NFL Primetime

[MOV«

Hold I hat Ghost

Lost Worlds

Or Else

Star Trek: Next Gener

TMC Heart Cnd

| Wild Am

[Eerie Ind.

Sports Xtra

Movie

M-A-S'H

Swimsuit '90 SportsCenter

Auto Racing: CART - Monterey Grand Pnx
Always

Movie:

Ghosts CanT Do It

ComDal I
TBA

TBA

Kenneth Copeland
NFL Pnmetime

Movie* "The Forgotten One

©

Matrix Winning Styles
A winning Myle tan ukc you anywhere
i«|H-» ullv If you cnicr the Winning -t\ kSwcrpMJkr* t.rand prise I* a irip for two to
AuMralia' Over 1.500 additional prize*
Pli» with every full-tin Matrix purchase, get i
ScmcthOff Card* good for FREE Matri
prodJacn

REMEMBER!

BF MY GUEST AT THE AUSTRALIAN OPEN

To Order Your
Flowers EARLY For

y matrix
QJL

Arm«tI.

Half Sli*ik>

P^iilv
SlauhaUM • Tftfl • MbMy • HeWU

J^u/eetedt oLJat
October 19

10% OFF Any Service With A Student I.D.
141 W Wooster

354-8533

353-1045

428 E. Wooster

